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Abstract
All cells in our body are surrounded by Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM), from which they
derive biochemical, structural and mechanical signals. One of the main fibrillar ECM
protein components is Fibronectin (Fn), which is believed to act as a mechanochemical
signal transducer. A current hypothesis is that Fn can undergo structural transitions upon
stretching, which can alter Fn binding site accessibility and ultimately lead to an adapted
cell response.
While this hypothesis has existed for several years, the lack of suitable model systems
prevented its proof. The aim of this work was to (i) produce regular arrays of Fn nanofib-
rils, (ii) control the alignment, diameter and tensile state of those nanofibrils, and (iii) to
determine their structural and mechanical properties.
During this work, a new method to create regular arrays of Fn nanofibrils was developed.
This method allows the control of nanofibril directionality and diameter and can also
be used to produce nanofibrils from other ECM proteins, such as Laminin (LM) and
Collagen (COL). The method depends both on a protein’s ability to accumulate at the
air-buffer interface and its ability to self-associate. The production of nanofibrils from
various polymers that share these properties is thus possible.
The resulting nanofibrillar arrays can be produced on a variety of mirostructured ma-
terials, ranging from Silicon over Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) to Polyurethane (PU).
The biofunctionality of different ECM nanofibrillar arrays was demonstrated by specific
cell adhesion after nanofibril transfer onto non-fouling Polyethyleneglycol (PEG) hydro-
gels.
An investigation of both the molecular structure and the mechanical properties of Fn
nanofibrils was performed by Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) experiments.
Fn molecules form a surface film after application of Fn into a drop of Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS). FRET analysis of Fn was performed to determine the degree of Fn molecular
unfolding. It could be shown that Fn within surface films only unfolds upon surface de-
wetting, which coincides with nanofibril formation. The produced nanofibrils show an
elongation at break of 200 %. Ruptured nanofibrils retract to 30 % of their original length,
but the Fn molecules within nanofibrils do not re-fold completely, as derived from FRET
measurements. The pre-strained Fn nanofibrils display a high effective Young’s modulus of
E ≈ 0.1 - 6 GPa, as determined by AFM experiments.
In summary, the production, control and characterization of novel ECM models was
accomplished in this work, which can be used to investigate cell adhesive response.
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Zusammenfassung
Alle tierischen Zellen sind von Extrazellulärer Matrix (EZM) umgeben, die chemische,
strukturelle und mechanische Information birgt. Einer der häufigsten Proteinbestandteile
der EZM ist Fibronektin (Fn), ein potenzieller mechanochemischer Signalüberträger. Es
wird vermutet, dass faserbildende Fn Moleküle bei Dehnung der Matrix Konformationsän-
derungen eingehen. Dadurch würde das Bindungsrepertoire und damit auch die Zellant-
wort der mechanischen Beanspruchung angepasst.
Ein Mangel an geeigneten Modellsystemen hat bisher die Prüfung dieser Hypothese
verhindert. Ziel dieser Arbeit war daher, (i) regelmäßige Anordnungen von Fn Nanofib-
rillen herzustellen, (ii) deren Ausrichtung und Spannungszustand zu steuern und (iii) ihre
strukturellen und mechanischen Eigenschaften zu bestimmen.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde eine neue Methode zur Herstellung von Fn Nanofibrillen
entwickelt. Diese Methode basiert auf der Entnetzung einer superhydrophoben Oberfläche
und ermöglicht die Kontrolle von Ausrichtung und Durchmesser der Nanofibrillen. Die
Methode beruht sowohl auf der Eigenschaft eines Proteins, sich an der Luft-Puffer Gren-
zfläche anzureichern, als auch auf seiner Fähigkeit zur Selbstbindung. Es konnte gezeigt
werden, dass auch Nanofibrillen anderer EZM Proteine, wie Laminin (LM) oder Collagen
(COL) hergestellt werden können. Mikrostrukturen aus Silizium, Poly(dimethylsiloxan)
(PDMS) und Polyurethan (PU) zeigten hierbei identische Fähigkeiten der Fibrillenbildung.
Eine zellbiologische Anwendung wurde erarbeitet, um die Anwendbarkeit der künstlich
hergestellten Fasern zu testen. Auf nicht adhäsiven Poly(ethylenglycol) (PEG) Hydrogele
binden Zellen spezifisch nach kovalentem Transfer der Nanofibrillen.
Sowohl der molekulare Faltungszustand als auch die mechanischen Eigenschaften von
Fn Nanofibrillen wurden untersucht. Nach Zugabe von Fn in Pufferlösung reichern sich
Fn Moleküle in einem Oberflächenfilm an. Förster Resonanz Energie Transfer (FRET)
Untersuchungen zeigten, dass Fn Moleküle in diesem Oberflächenfilm erst bei Entnetzung
der Mikrostrukturen entfaltet werden. Dies geschieht gleichzeitig mit der Bildung von Fn
Nanofibrillen. Die so entstandenen Nanofibrillen versagen mechanisch bei einer Dehnung
von 200 %. Geborstene Nanofibrillen kontrahieren bis auf 30 % ihrer Originallänge. Dies
geht jedoch nicht mit einer kompletten Rückfaltng der Fn Moleküle einher.
Durch Raster Kraft Mikroskopie (RKM) von Fn Nanofibrillen wurde ein effektiver
Young’s Modulus von E ≈ 0.1 - 6 GPa ermittelt.
Zusammengefasst wurde die Herstellung, Kontrolle und Charakterisierung neuer EZM
Modellsubstrate erreicht und damit neue Möglichkeiten zur Untersuchung der Zellantwort
auf EZM Bestandteile geschaffen.
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Part I
Introduction
Chapter
1
Mechanosensing in the Extra Cellular
Matrix
In every organ, the space between cells is filled with macromolecular assemblies of proteins
and polysaccharides, which are summarized under the term Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM).
Cells locally secrete and assemble ECM components into a meshwork, which they contin-
uously remodel afterwards [1]. This interaction of cells with their ECM is central to pro-
cesses occurring in a multicellular organism, ranging from early development over wound
healing to malignant processes such as tumor outgrowth [2].
Early experimental work focused on the molecular composition of both the ECM and
the cellular receptors binding to it. During the second half of the 20th century, major ECM
protein components, such as Fibronectin (Fn) , Laminins (LMs) and Collagens (COLs)
were identified as well as their cellular binding partners, the integrin family of receptors
[3].
However, recent studies have shown that the cell-matrix interaction is regulated not only
by the specific binding site repertoire of the matrix, but also by its structural and me-
chanical properties. Recently, Christopherson and co-workers showed that laminin-coated
nanofibrils with average diameters of 283 nm favored differentiation of rat hippocampal-
derived Neural Stem Cells (NSCs) into glial cells, whereas the same cells developed into
the neuronal lineage on nanofibrils with a mean diameter of 749 nm [4].
In a seminal piece of work, Engler and co-workers [5] could show that Mesenchymal
Stem Cells (MSCs) differentiate into distinct cell types based on the elasticity of a collagen
coated cell substrate.
Figure 1.1: Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) Rigidity of Different Tissues. When seeded on matri-
ces of distinct elastic modulus, Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) will differentiate into cell types
corresponding to the tissue elasticity found in vivo. Reproduced from [5].
Parallel to these observations, potential mechano-chemical signal converters have been
identified [6], which are either cellular proteins or, as in the case of Fn, ECM components.
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A schematic view of the cell-ECM link is given in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Model of Cell-ECM Interaction. The molecular motor myosin (red) pulls on an actin
fiber thereby applying force to a protein network (green) that physically links the cytoskeleton to
the extracellular matrix. Diverse proteins that are associated with the various molecules of the
force-bearing network are given in yellow. Reproduced from [6].
On a molecular level, the conversion of mechanical signals into a biochemical and cellu-
lar response involves the unfolding of tertiary and secondary protein structure [6], thereby
altering the binding site accessibility of the mechanosensor. While force-induced unfold-
ing of Fn has been convincingly demonstrated by Vogel and co-workers [7], its role as
a mechanosensor could not be elucidated experimentally. Molecular dynamics simula-
tions suggest that Fn unfolding leads to a switch in binding site accessibility towards cell
receptors [8], but this has not been demonstrated experimentally.
The aim of the present work was thus to develop an artificial substrate consisting of
a regular array of Fn nanofibrils, which could be stretched and relaxed in order to alter
the degree of unfolding of Fn molecules forming the nanofibrils. Based on experiments
in the group of Prof. Viola Vogel (ETH Zürich) [9, 7, 10, 11, 12], the Förster Resonance
Energy Transfer (FRET) signal of dual-labeled Fn was chosen as an indicator of molec-
ular unfolding within Fn nanofibrils. Since cell response is not only dependent on the
structural but also on the mechanical properties of the cell environment, Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) experiments were conducted to derive the effective Young’s Modulus
of the produced nanofibrils.
Chapter
2
ECM Proteins
In this chapter, I will summarize key properties of the ECM proteins used in this work
and review existing methods to produce ECM fibrils in vitro.
2.1 Fibronectin (Fn)
Fn was first isolated as “cold-insoluble globulin” from blood plasma cryoprecipitate [13]
and later shown to be one of many splice isoforms of a “large cell surface protein” [14],
which is lost upon oncogenic transformation of fibroblast cells [15]. Its vital role in animals
is underlined by the observation that mouse embryos lacking Fn die at an early stage [16].
While the functional properties of both cellular Fn (cFn) and plasma Fn (pFn) appear to
be largely similar, it has to be stated that cFn can additionally contain EIIIA and EIIIB
modules, which are assumed to convey distinct cell binding abilities to cFn [2].
Secreted as a dimer by liver hepatocytes, pFn is found at concentrations of ∼300 mg
ml−1 [2] and the purified protein is commercially available from human or bovine source.
This product is commonly used as a cell-adhesive substrate coating for research use. Since
the Fn preparation used in this work was derived from blood plasma, I will restrict the
following discussion to pFn.
2.1.1 Structure
The pFn monomer is encoded by a single gene, resulting in a glycoprotein with an apparent
molecular weight of 230-250 kDa. Plasma Fn is a dimeric molecule that consists of more
than 50 repeats of type FnI, FnII, and FnIII. All the repeats are composed of β-sheet
motifs, and representative crystal structures are given in the upper panel of Figure 2.1 for
FnI , FnII, and FnIII.
The solution structure of pFn is a backfolded disk, which is stabilized by ionic interac-
tions [17] (see Figure 2.2). Cells bind to this soluble Fn via integrin receptors and assemble
it by a force-dependent mechanism into nanofibrils with diameters between 10 and 1000
nm [18]. While the requirement of cell contractility has been shown and unfolding of Fn
absorbed to the surface of cells has been reported, it is still undetermined:
• which molecular processes occur during Fn fibrillogenesis,
• how Fn modules interact within Fn nanofibrils, and
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Figure 2.1: Fn structure. (a) Three types of modules exist within Fn. Both FnI and FnII are
stabilized by two internal disulfide bonds, shown in yellow. In contrast, FnIII modules which form
the central part of the Fn monomer, including the cell binding site, are not stabilized by covalent
bonds. (b) Fn contains a large number of molecular recognition and cryptic sites, including the
cell binding site RGD; the synergy site PHSRN, which is recognized by α5β1 integrins; and the
sequence IDAPS in the HepII region of Fn that supports α4β1-dependent cell adhesion. The cryptic
sites include various Fn self-assembly sites whose exposure is needed to induce Fn fibrillogenesis.
Modified from [8].
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• of what type the stabilizing interactions within Fn fibrils are.
Recently, a model for the Fn fibril structure was proposed, which is based on data derived
from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [17] (see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Proposed Model of Fn Fibrillar Interactions. (A) Fn exists in a globular, soluble state
in plasma. The interdomain interactions defining this state are disrupted by cell-generated tension
(B). (C) The N-termini of two extended Fn molecules form a tight complex through the FnI1−5 :
FnIII1−2 interaction, thereby creating Fn protofibrils. Reproduced from [17].
2.1.2 Function
Cell Adhesion
Fn allows cell attachment and spreading via its several integrin binding sites. Cell-ECM
contact points, where co-alignment of Fn fibrils and actin filaments is observed [19], were
initially termed “fibronexi”, a term nowadays specifically used for large cell-ECM contacts
found on tissue myofibroblasts [20]. Fn is among the most frequently used cell-adhesive
coatings that support cell attachment [21].
Cell Morphology
Upon addition of pFn to oncogenically transformed cells, which lack Fn at the cell sur-
face, restoration of microfilament architecture and cell morphology was reported [22]. This
demonstrates a function of Fn in outside-in signaling. Conversely, the presence of cytocha-
lasin B, which disrupts actin microfilaments, leads to the release of surface Fn into the
medium [23], indicating that cell-ECM contacts are force-sensitive structures.
Cell Migration
The migratory response to Fn depends on the cell type. Most cells, including fibroblasts,
smooth muscle cells, bone cells and neural crest cells, migrate along gradients of Fn, while
the migration of liver epithelial cells is inhibited [2]. One of the best studied examples of
pFn function is its role in wound healing. The sequence of events seems to be that, soon
after wounding, Fn and fibrin appear in the area of the wound. These proteins then serve
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as a substrate for adhesion and migration of the cells repairing the defect and, in most
cases, subsequently disappear [2].
Differentiation and Proliferation
While it is difficult to distinguish between effects on adhesion and effects on proliferation
and cell differentiation per se, numerous studies indicate that Fn often promotes prolifer-
ation and cell-type specific differentiation. Since Fn forms part of a complex ECM, which
also harbors growth factors and other mitogens, it has so far been impossible to conclude
that these are direct effects exerted by Fn or any of its fragments.
2.1.3 Fibrillogenesis in vitro
Reported methods to produce Fn fibrils are:
1. the manual pulling of single fibrils out of a concentrated drop of Fn [11, 24, 25],
yielding fibrils with diameters between 0.5 µm and 5 µm [11] (see Figure 2.3)
2. the self-assembly of Fn networks underneath a lipid monolayer followed by gradual
expansion of the film [26], yielding fibrils with several microns in diameter
3. surface-induced fibrillogenesis on hydrophobic substrates [27], yielding nanofibrils
with diameters between 20 nm and 100 nm
4. the spontaneous aggregation of Fn into fibrils via re-folding of Fn during dialysis
[28], yielding nanofibrils between 5 nm and 20 nm, or
5. the addition of anastellin, an aggregation-inducing fragment of Fn [29], which leads
to thickening of Fn fibrils produced by cells [30].
The drawbacks of these approaches are that method 1. can only yield few individual fibrils
and the precise control of fiber alignment and diameter is not possible for the remaining
methods.
Figure 2.3: Fibrils Pulled Out From Fn Solution. Fn fibrils pulled out of a drop of Fn solution.
A pipette tip is submersed slowly into a concentrated solution (0.76 mg/mL) of Fn and removed
to generate polymerized Fn fibers. Modified from [11].
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2.1.4 Mechanical Properties
Molecular unfolding
The first experimental AFM study investigated pFn physisorbed to a petri dish [31]. In
this study, unfolding of all three types of modules was distinguishable by differences in
unfolding step size and resulted in a dimeric molecule being extended from a countour
length of less than 140 nm to over 1700 nm. By fitting the force-distance curve of Fn
unfolding events to a worm-like chain model, the persistence length of Fn was estimated
to be 0.3 ± 0.2 nm. Further AFM experiments concentrated on the unfolding of individual
FnIII modules, which suggested a hierarchy of unfolding strengths for the various modules
[32], as supported by Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) simulations [33]. The results of
these studies are summarized in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Fn Domain Unfolding Hi-
erarchy. Boxes shown surrounding each
module indicate error bars from AFM
or SMD results (3.0 ± 0.5 A˚). Pro-
gressively grayer bars indicate increas-
ing mechanical stability. AFM results
are taken from Oberhauser, et al. [32].
Modified from [33].
An additional level of complexity is introduced by the observation that unfolding of the
RGD-containing and cell-binding FnIII10 module occurs via different intermediate states,
which are dependent on the pulling velocity [34, 35, 36].
These findings are based on pulling forces acting from the N-terminus to the C-terminus
of the molecule. However, a recent SMD investigation, where the pulling force was acting
on the RGD-site within the cell binding module, found a single intermediate state [37].
Fibril Extensibility
The extensibility of Fn fibrils has been investigated both in cell environments [38, 9, 10, 39]
and in completely artificial systems [11]. These studies showed that fibrils can shorten
down to 25 % of their original length when detached from the cellular surface [38].
In the past decade, extensive work in the lab of Prof. Viola Vogel used Förster Reso-
nance Energy Transfer (FRET) to correlate the extension of Fn fibrils with the structural
properties of Fn molecules that form them.
Using the FRET labeling scheme described in Figure 2.5, it could be shown that:
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Figure 2.5: Putative Fn Conformations within ECM Fibrils. Fn consists of tandem repeats of
type I (dark blue ovals), II (narrow, light blue ellipses), and III modules (dark red ovals). Average
end-to-end lengths of each module type are drawn to scale using lengths of 2.5 nm for Fn type I [40],
0.7 nm for Fn type II [41], and 3.2 nm for FnIII modules [42]. Two free cysteines are present on each
monomer within FnIII7 and III15 (yellow). Energy transfer between donors and acceptors bound
to free cysteines are limited to within approximately double the Förster radius (12 nm), denoted
by gold circles around III7 and III15. High-resolution cryoscanning electron microscopic images
of Fn fibrils [28, 43], taken together with FRET studies, suggest that fully relaxed fibers do not
contain the compact quaternary structure, but are composed of Fn in an extended conformation
with partial backfolding of its arms upon themselves (nodules; top). Cell-generated tensile forces
first extend Fn fibrils (middle) and finally unfold FnIII modules (bottom). Modified from [10].
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• Fn in ECM fibrils is partially unfolded [10, 9, 7],
• cells progressively unfold Fn in these ECM fibrils [39],
• Fn fibrils do not re-compact into the solution form [10, 11], and
• the extensibility of artificial Fn fibrils lies between 600 % and 1200 % [11]
2.2 Collagen (COL)
There are more than 30 Collagens (COLs) and COL-related proteins but the most abun-
dant are Collagens I and II that exist as D-periodic (where D = 67 nm) fibrils. The fibrils
are of broad biomedical importance and have central roles in embryogenesis, arthritis,
tissue repair, fibrosis, tumor invasion, and cardiovascular disease [44].
Collagens I and II spontaneously form fibrils in vitro, which shows that COL fibril-
logenesis is a self-assembly process. However, the situation in vivo is not that simple;
COL I-containing fibrils do not form in the absence of Fn, Fn-binding and COL-binding
integrins, and COL V [44].
COL I can be easily purified in a solution of acetic acid from calf skin or rat tail
and is commercially available for the generation of 2D and 3D cell substrates. Being
most intensely studied and subject of the experiments described later, I will restrict the
following discussion to COL I.
2.2.1 Structure
COL I comprises three polypeptide chains (α1(I)2α2(I)) and is only assembled into fibrils
after extracellular cleavage of the procollagen triple-helix, also called Tropocollagen (TC)
[45].
For the three chains to wind into a triple helix, they must have the smallest amino acid,
glycine, at every third residue along each chain. Each of the three chains therefore has the
repeating structure Gly-Xaa-Yaa, in which Xaa and Yaa can be any amino acid but are
frequently the iminoacids proline and hydroxyproline. An overview of COL I fibrillogenesis
is given in Figure 2.6.
2.2.2 Function
COL I makes up 90 % of all COLs and is found throughout the body except in cartilaginous
tissues [45]. It serves an important role as a structural component of the ECM, specifically
in tendons, skin and the cornea. At this point, biomaterials based on COL I are in clinical
use to accelerate wound healing and bone regeneration.
The main integrin binding site, GFPGER, plays a role in angiogenesis, endothelial cell
activation, and osteoblast differentiation [47]. Recently, a map of interaction sites of COL
I has been published, where, among others, a matrix metalloprotease sensitive site and
a Fn binding site are included [47]. This indicates that ECM remodeling is a complex
process, which involves several ECM components at any instance.
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Figure 2.6: COL Fibrillogenesis. Procollagen consists of a 300-nm-long triple-helical domain
(comprised of three α-chains each of approx. 1000 residues) flanked by a trimeric globular C-
propeptide domain and a trimeric N-propeptide domain. Procollagen is secreted from cells and is
converted into Tropocollagen (TC) by the removal of the N- and C-propeptides by procollagen N-
proteinase and procollagen C-proteinase respectively. The TC triple-helix generated in the reaction
spontaneously self-assembles into cross-striated fibrils. The fibrils are stabilized by covalent cross-
linking, which is initiated by oxidative deamination of specific lysine and hydroxylysine residues
in COL by lysyl oxidase. Reproduced from [46].
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2.2.3 Fibrillogenesis in vitro
Extensive studies in the past decades could show that fibrillogenesis of COL I is a spon-
taneous, entropy-driven self-assembly process [44, 45].
After isolation from tissue, COL I is usually suspended in acidic buffer (pH ≤ 2). Upon
reconstitution in buffer of pH increasing up to 8.9 and warming to temperatures between
20◦C and 34◦C , the Tropocollagen (TC) molecules self-assemble into D-periodic fibrillar
structures over the course of several hours. At 34◦C , fibril diameters are typically in the
range between 20 nm and 70 nm. Lower temperatures generally result in broader fibrils,
with diameters of up to 200 nm found at 20◦C [45].
The ionic composition of the buffer also plays an important role, since the characteristic
D band pattern only forms in the presence of Potassium ions [48]. In recent years, this
knowledge could be used to fabricate highly ordered COL matrices [48] and investigate
the structural [49, 50] and mechanical [51] properties of COL fibrils.
Another method to produce COL nanofibrils is electrospinning, where a positively
charged capillary filled with COL solution ejects a jet of polymer solution onto a grounded
target [52].
2.2.4 Mechanical Properties
The elastic modulus of a TC monomer is estimated to lie in the range of E = 6-7 GPa
[53, 54], whereas AFM measurements show that dehydrated fibrils of COL I from bovine
Achilles tendon [55] and rat tail tendon [56] have E ≈ 5 GPa and E ≈ 11 GPa, respectively.
Because COL fibrils are anisotropic, the shear modulus is also an important measure
of the strength of a Collagen fibril. AFM experiments recently revealed that dehydrated
fibrils of COL I from bovine Achilles tendon have a shear modulus of G = 33 MPa [57].
Hydration of these fibrils reduced their shear modulus significantly, whereas carbodiimide-
mediated cross-linking increased their shear modulus.
It is noteworthy that a certain level of cross-linking is favorable for the mechanical
properties of COL fibrils, but excessive cross-linking results in extremely brittle COL
fibrils [53], a common symptom of aging. An analysis by Buehler [53] of the mechanical
properties of COL fibrils suggests that nature has selected a length for the TC monomer
that maximizes the robustness of the assembled COL fibril via efficient energy dissipation.
Simulations indicate that TC monomers either longer or shorter than 300 nm (which is the
length of a COL I triple helix) would form fibrils with less favorable mechanical properties.
2.3 Laminin (LM)
The members of the LM family are major constituents of all Basement Membranes (BMs),
sheet-like extracellular structures, present in almost all organs. The LMs bind to cell
surface receptors and thereby tightly connect the basement membrane to the adjacent cell
layer. This provides for the specific basement membrane functions to stabilize cellular
structures, to serve as effective physical barriers, and furthermore, to govern cell fate by
inducing intracellular signaling cascades. Many different types of diseases involve basement
membranes and LMs. Metastasizing solid tumors must pass through basement membranes
to reach the vascular system, and various microbes and viruses enter the cells through
direct interaction with LMs [58].
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2.3.1 Structure
LMs are composed of three different polypeptide chains, termed α, β and γ. At present, 5
α, 3 β, and 3 γ chains are known for mouse and human [59]. All chains are glycosylated,
and a few chains have been shown to have glycosaminoglycan side chains. To differentiate
between the LM heterotrimers, the chain composition is stated in arabic letters, e.g. LM-
531 consists of the α-5, β-3, and γ-1 chain.
Figure 2.7: LM-111 Structure. Abbreviations used: LN,
laminin N-terminal domain; LE, laminin epidermal growth
factorlike repeats; L4, laminin 4 domain; LF, laminin four
domain; and LG, laminin globular domain. Modified from
[59].
LM-111, can be isolated in high yield and purity from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS)
tumor [60]. It is widely used as an adhesive coating for neuronal cell substrates and was
the LM isoform used in the present work. The following discussion will thus concentrate
on findings related to EHS LM.
2.3.2 Function
A major feature of most LMs is their ability to form networks via the globular LN domains
(laminin N-terminal domain, see Figure 2.7). Together with other BM components, LMs
form the largest polymers in the body, as they form continuous sheets, for instance skin,
with a single basement membrane polymer reaching from head to toe under the epidermis
[58].
Cell binding to LM occurs via integrin receptors to the LG domains (laminin globular
domains, see Figure 2.7). Apart from cell adhesion and linkage of the cytoskeleton to the
ECM, LM-binding integrins act as signalling receptors, mediating growth, differentiation,
and survival signals from the ECM [61].
Tsiper et al. [62] revealed that Schwann cells, which myelinate axons in the Peripheral
Nerve System (PNS), form fibrils when supplied with EHS LM. While a role for LM fibrils
in Schwann cell guidance during development was suggested by the authors, neither the
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mechanism of LM fibrillogenesis, nor the physiological relevance of these structures has
been elucidated.
2.3.3 Polymerization in vitro
Polymerization is an integral part of the biological function of LMs and initiates BM
assembly. Other components then assemble close to the LMs. LM polymerization is
calcium dependent, where the LN domain (laminin N-terminal domain, see Figure 2.7) of
each chain noncovalently binds other LN domains so that three chains meet. Yurchenco
et al. could follow the LM polymerization process using transmission electron microscopy,
where they found that a chilled solution of LM-111 would gradually polymerize when
increasing the temperature to 34 ◦C (Figure 2.8).
Figure 2.8: LM Polymerization. Rotary shadow platinum replicas of LM maintained at different
temperatures. LM, in neutral phosphate buffer at 0.6 mg ml−1 was either maintained on ice (A)
or incubated at 35 ◦C (B) for 1 h. The sample was then diluted to 5 pg ml−1 in ammonium
acetate/glycerol buffer, sprayed onto mica, and prepared for rotary shadowing. Panel B is a
composite to show typical areas of LM complexes. Scale bar: 200 nm. Reproduced from [63].
Part II
Material and Methods
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Micropillar Substrates
Four different types of micropillar substrates were used during this work:
• Silicon micropillars
• Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) micropillars on glass coverslips
• Polyurethane (PU) micropillars on glass coverslips
• PDMS micropillars on elastic silicone sheets
All structures were produced using standard photolithography and soft moulding tech-
niques. The microarray geometry is defined by the parameters depicted in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Microarray Fabrication Process. A sequence of passivation and moulding steps leads
to micropillar structures derived from silicon micropillar arrays. Three parameters define the mi-
croarray geometry: pillar diameter (d); center-to-center separation in x-direction (sx), and center-
to-center separation in y-direction (sy, see inset, bottom right).
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3.1 Silicon Micropillar Arrays
Silicon wafers (2 inch, orientation 100, p-type, #S4181) were dried on a hotplate at 200◦C
for 5 minutes. After cooling down, 1 ml S1818G2 photoresist (Rohm & Haas Deutschland
GmbH) was applied and spin coated for 10 s at an acceleration of 100 rpm s−2 to a limit of
1000 rpm, immediately followed by an acceleration of 900 rpm s−2 to a limit of 5500 rpm for
40 s. After 1 min pre-bake at 115◦C , the wafer was illuminated for 2 s through a chromium
mask on a SUSS MJB4 Mask Aligner using the G-Band of a 350 W HBO lamp. After 40
s immersion under continuous agitation in S1818G2 developer (Rohm&Haas Germany),
the microstructure was shortly immersed in UltraPure water with a resistivity above 18.2
MOhm and blown dry under a nitrogen stream. The microstructure was hardbaked for
Figure 3.2: Photoresist Thickness Determination. The thickness of the deposited photoresist was
measured on a DekTak profilometer. A tip with 5 µm diameter was scanned along the sx axis
of a microstructure with 10 µm pillar diameter and 20 µm center-to-center spacing (see Figure
3.1). The curved pillar tops visible in the scan are caused by convolution of the tip shape with the
underlying microstructure. As derived from the length scale on the right hand side, the average
film thickness is 1800 nm.
15 min at 115◦C before transfer into a Plasmalab 80 Plus (Oxford Instruments) reactive
ion etcher. The structures were etched at -10◦C to a depth ranging between 3 µm and
20 µm at an etch rate of 70 nm per cycle. The etching cycle is summarized in Table 3.1.
The remaining photoresist was dissolved in S1818G2 remover (Rohm&Haas Germany) for
5 min, the structures were thoroughly rinsed in UltraPure water. Organic residues were
etched away by immersion of the microstructure for 2 h in a 1:3 mixture of 30 % v/v
H2O2 and H2SO4. After copious rinsing with UltraPure water, the structure was blown
dry under a nitrogen stream and dried at 150◦C for 15 min.
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Table 3.1: Parameters used for reactive ion etching of silicon microarrays.
Step t [s] p [mTorr] CHF3 [sccm] SF6 [sccm] PRF [W] PICP [W]
Passivation 8 70 50 0 30 100
Etching 5 40 18 15 30 300
3.1.1 Fluorosilane Coating
The microstructure was activated for 1 minute in a Plasma System 100 (PVA TePla) at
1 mbar O2, 200 W. Vapor deposition of 25 µl tridecafluorosilane (#T2494, UCT) was
performed in an desiccator (#FB35005, Fisher Scientific, Germany) at 1 mbar for 30 min.
Figure 3.3: Effect of Fluorosilane Coating. The contact angle of a drop of water in-
creases upon silanization (left: untreated, right: silanized). Substrates from top to bottom:
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), Silicon, Polyurethane (PU).
3.2 PDMS Microarrays on Glass Coverslips
To produce PDMS pillar arrays, a negative PDMS mask was created using silicon mi-
cropillar structures as a casting mould. SYLGARD 184 (#608284, Sasco Holz GmbH)
prepolymer and curing agent were mixed at a ratio of 9:1 and degassed in an exsikkator
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for 60 min. PDMS was cured at 140◦C for 60 min and peeled off the wafers. The PDMS
negative was rendered non-adhesive analogous to the silanization protocol described above.
This negative was then coated with freshly degased PDMS and pressed face-down onto a
coverslip (#H878.1, Carl Roth). Curing and peel-off of PDMS was performed as described
above.
3.3 PU Microarrays on Glass Coverslips
A photoactivable polymerization solution was prepared based on a recipe by Choi et al.
[64] (see Table 3.2). The solution was thoroughly mixed at room temperature in a 50
ml polypropylene tube (#210261, Greiner BioOne, Germany) on a rotisserie until the
photoinitiator (Igracure 184) of powder type completely dissolved. Shielded from light,
the mixture was stored on a rotisserie at room temperature for up to three months. For
Figure 3.4: Demoulding of PDMS Negative from PU. Starting in the top left image, the process
of demoulding is illustrated. The temporal order is clockwise.
micromoulding, the solution was poured onto a PDMS negative and pressed face-down
onto a circular glass coverslip. Curing was performed by Ultraviolet (UV) exposure for 30
minutes at 20 mW cm−2 in a UVA Cube 100.
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Table 3.2: Composition of PU polymerization solution.
m [g] Reagent Name Supplier
14.7 Ebecryl 284 CYTEC
4.4 M3160 MIWON Co., Korea
0.22 Irgacure 184 Ciba, Switzerland
0.22 Darocur 1173 Ciba, Switzerland
3.4 PDMS Microarrays on Elastomeric Silicone
Analogous to the production of PDMS microarrays on glass coverslips, a silanzied PDMS
negative was coated with freshly degased PDMS and pressed face-down onto a flexible
silicone sheet (0.1”’ NRV G/G 40D, SMI). Curing and peel-off was performed as described
above. To ensure superhydrophobic properties of stretched silicone sheets, a silanization
step was carried out analogous to the one described in Section 3.1.1.
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Production of ECM Nanofibrils
In order to produce regular and cell-adhesive ECM nanofibrils, a de-wetting based method
was developed, as displayed in Figure 4.1. While this work focused on the production of
Fn nanofibrillar arrays, it could be shown that commercially available preparations of
COL I and EHS LM are also capable of forming nanofibrils, although at higher protein
concentrations.
Figure 4.1: Fabrication of ECM Fibrillar Arrays. The image on the right hand side shows the
setup which was used to create the fibrillar arrays. The protein solution was applied on the
accessible glass surface of the pasteur pipet (blue arrow).
4.1 Isolation of Plasma Fibronectin
Fn was isolated using a previously described procedure [11]. Frozen human serum (Kathari-
nenhospital Stuttgart, Germany) was thawed at 37◦C with agitation. Immediately after
thawing, serum was centrifuged in a Sorvall SLA-1500 rotor at 10,600 rpm for 10 min to re-
move residual red blood cells. To the supernatant, 2 mM Phenylmethanesulphonylfluoride
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(PMSF) and 10 mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) were added and the solution
was filtered through a 0.4 µm pore filter (Millipore).
Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) columns were prepared according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Before applying the protein solution, columns were equilibrated
with 5 column volumes of Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) containing 2 mM EDTA. The
plasma supernatant was passed over a 18 ml Sepharose 4B column (# 4B-200, SIGMA)
and the flow through was immediately applied to a 18 ml Gelatin Sepharose 4B column
(#17095-601) at a flow rate of 2 ml min−1. The Fn adsorbed to the column was washed
with PBS containing 10 mM EDTA and 2 mM PMSF until the OD280 of the flowthrough
dropped to zero. Fn was eluted from the gelatin column with PBS containing 6 M urea
and fractions of 2 ml were collected and the protein concentration determined on a spec-
trophotometer (Nanodrop 1000, peqlab, Germany).
Fractions were diluted with PBS containing 6 M urea to 2 mg ml−1 and frozen at -80◦C
for long term storage. Aliquots were reconstituted in PBS buffer as needed. For this, PD-
10 columns (#17-0851-01, GE Healthcare) were used with PBS as elution buffer according
to the manufacturer’s protocol.
4.2 Western Blotting of Purified Fn
In order to test if fragmentation of Fn occurred during protein isolation, SDS PAGE and
Western Blot analysis were carried out. The concentration of labeled protein fractions
was estimated via absorption of the solution at 280 nm and an amount equal to 0.4 µg
per lane was loaded onto the gel. Electrophoretic separation and Western Blotting under
reducing conditions was performed using 4-20 % polyacrylamide gradient gels according
to the manufacturer’s protocol (#25244, Pierce). After staining in water containing acetic
acid (5 % v/v) and Ponceau S (0.1 % v/v), nitrocellulose membranes were photographed
and de-stained in UltraPure water.
4.3 Surface Activity of ECM Proteins
Experiments were performed at room temperature using a NIMA 112D Langmuir-Blodgett
trough. After cleaning in 2 % Hellmanex (#634-0442, VWR International), the trough
was copiously rinsed with UltraPure water. For all proteins, 140 µg of protein were added
drop-wise onto a 70 ml layer of PBS. Surface pressure was recorded over time spans of at
least one hour. After 2 hours, the protein film, which had formed on top of the PBS layer,
was compressed from 80 cm2 to 20 cm2 by moving the trough barriers together.
In control experiments, the buffers in which the ECM proteins were dissolved were tested
individually on their surface activity. For this, 140 µl of buffer were added drop-wise onto
a PBS layer as described above.
4.4 Fluorescent labeling of Fn
Labeling of FN with ATTO 488 maleimide (#28562, Fluka) or ATTO 647 maleimide
(#41784, Fluka) was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
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Shortly, dye was dissolved to 2 mM in Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Fn in 6 M urea was
thawed and mixed with an equal volume of PBS containing 8 M Guanidine Hydrochloride
(GdnHCl), resulting in a final volume of 2 ml and a Fn concentration of 1 mg ml−1. To
this solution, 30 µl of the dye stock solution was added and incubated in the dark for 2 h
on a rotisserie at room temperature.
Unreacted dye was separated from protein by size exclusion chromatography using a
PD-10 column (#17-0851-01, GE Healthcare) with PBS as elution buffer according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
4.5 ECM Nanofibrils on Silicon Micropillar Arrays
In order to improve the spreading of the protein solution, the pipette was activated in
an oxygen plasma chamber before use. A piece of duct tape (#4651, tesa Germany) was
wrapped around the thick end of a 230 mm pasteur pipette, so that only a 5 mm slit of
glass was accessible. The pasteur pipette was then fixed horizontally to a wall. A drop of
100 µl protein solution in PBS was pipetted onto the small slit and the structure to be
coated was immediately brought into contact with the droplet. As soon as the meniscus
line covered the width of the microarray, the structure was pulled upwards at constant
speed. The optimal protein concentration and pulling speed varied depending on the
microarray geometry as detailed in Figure 9.4.
EHS LM (#08-125, Millipore, Schwalbach, Germany), COL I from rat tail (COL I
(B), #BT-274, Biomedical Technologies, Inc.), COL I from rat tail (COL I (S), #C3867,
SIGMA-Aldrich) and COL I from calf skin (COL I (C), #C8919, SIGMA-Aldrich) were
employed using the parameters described in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Parameters used for the production of Fn nanofibrils.
Protein dpillar [µm] v [mm min−1] c
Fn 2.5 12.5 20
Fn 5 25 10
Fn 10 50 5
EHS LM 2.5 25 2
EHS LM 5 50 2
EHS LM 10 100 2
COL I (B) 2.5 50 2
COL I (B) 5 100 2
COL I (B) 10 200 2
COL I (S) 2.5 500 2
COL I (S) 5 500 2
COL I (S) 10 500 2
COL I (C) 2.5 500 2
COL I (C) 5 500 2
COL I (C) 10 500 2
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4.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis of Fn
Nanofibril Diameter
For each parameter set, three independent samples of silicon micropillar arrays were pro-
duced on different days. Three areas within each 1 x 2 cm microarray were randomly
picked and fibrils were imaged in a Zeiss Ultra 55 Electron Microscope using the InLens
detector at an acceleration voltage of 1 kV. Conductive coating of the samples was not
necessary. For each sample, 350 nanofibril diameters were extracted using the software
provided with the instrument.
4.7 Fn Nanofibrils on PDMS Micropillar Arrays
The parameters used for the production of Fn nanofibrils on PDMS micropillar arrays
were identical with those depicted for silicon micropillar arrays given in Table 4.1. After
nanofibril production, substrates were wetted with PBS containing 0.1 % w/v MOWIOL-
488 (#475904, Calbiochem). Substrate wetting endured 1 h, after which the array was
rinsed three times in PBS to remove surfactant.
4.8 Fn Nanofibrils on PU Micropillar Arrays
In order to minimize errors in the AFM measurements derived from pillar bending, PU
with an elastic modulus of 40 MPa was used instead of PDMS , which generally has an
elastic modulus below 10 MPa [65]. The AFM cantilever dimensions additionally required
a micropillar geometry which had a center-to-center spacing of 20 µm. Since these PU
micropillar arrays tended to wet more readily when contacted by a drop of protein solution,
the pulling speed was increased to 20 mm min−1. This led to a more irregular pattern of
Fn nanofibrils, which was however sufficient for the analyisis of single Fn nanofibrils.
4.9 Fn Nanofibrils on Stretchable PDMS Micropillar Arrays
The parameters used for the production of Fn nanofibrils on PDMS micropillar arrays
were identical with those depicted for silicon micropillar arrays given in Table 4.1.
The substrate was either pre-stretched or relaxed when producing Fn nanofibrils. Array
geometry was chosen such that, in both cases, the center-to-center spacing along the fiber
pulling direction was sx = 20 µm.
Because of the inherent compression in y-direction when stretching an elastic sheet in
x-direction, the pre-stretched substrate displayed a nonuniform center-to-center spacing
in y-direction, sy, which was minimal in the center of the stretched substrate. Effecting
a change in the de-wetting behavior of the micropillar array, this led to the occurrence
of frequent irregularities within the nanofibrillar array. This effect was reduced when
increasing the pulling speed to 20 mmmin−1, however at the expense of nanofibril coverage.
After nanofibril production, substrates were wetted with PBS containing 0.1 % w/v
MOWIOL-488 (#475904, Calbiochem). Substrate wetting endured 1 h, after which the
array was rinsed three times in PBS to remove surfactant. For the analysis of the elongation
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at break of Fn nanofibrils as well as for FRET experiments on stretched nanofibrils, the
substrate was subsequently mounted on a stretching device, depicted in Figure 4.2
Figure 4.2: Stretching Device Used for Fn Nanofibils. The device consisted of two clamps at-
tached to two movable stages, which were controlled by the interface and software provided by the
manufacturer (Physik Instrumente). This allowed substrate extensions of up to 400%.
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Cell adhesion to Extra Cellular Matrix
Nanofibrils
5.1 Transfer of Fn onto Polyethyleneglycol (PEG) Hydrogels
5.1.1 Production of PEG Hydrogels
PEG diacrylate with a mean molecular weight of 10 kDa (1 g) was mixed with Ultra-
Pure water (1655 µl), 2-carboxyethylacrylate (132.5 µl, #552348, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2-
hydroxy-4’-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (150 µl, #410896, Sigma-Aldrich).
After de-gassing and purging with nitrogen, the mixture was kept under nitrogen atmo-
sphere until use. Hydrogels were cast in custom-made chambers which consisted of a
bottom silicon wafer that had 0.17 mm glass spacers on it. An objective slide was put
on top of the spacers and the prepared PEG 10 kDa solution was applied. To facilitate
flow of the PEG solution into the casting chamber, the wafer and slide were activated for
1 minute in a Plasma System 100 (PVA TePla) at 1 mbar O2, 200 W. UV curing was
performed in an UVA Cube 100 at 20 mW cm2. Swelling of the hydrogels in UltraPure
water resulted in detachment from the casting chamber.
5.1.2 Covalent Grafting of Nanofibrils onto PEG Hydrogels
For the covalent attachment of ECM nanofibrils, hydrogels were activated for 60 minutes
face-down in a drop of solution containing 1-Ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC) (78 mg, #153-0990, BioRad) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (19.5
mg, #56480, Fluka) in 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer (1000 µl, 1M,
pH 5.5). Silicon microstructures containing nanofibril arrays were wetted in PBS contain-
ing MOWIOL 4-88 (0.1 % w/v, #475904, Calbiochem), rinsed with PBS and the array
was put onto the activated surface of the hydrogel. This setup was enclosed between two
objective slides and fixed with paper clamps. After 15 min, the hydrogel was brought into
contact with the second array. The reaction was quenched by incubating the hydrogel in
PBS containing Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (1 % w/v, #11931, SERVA) for 1 h. After
rinsing in PBS, the hydrogel was glued into a 35 mm petri dish using Nexaband (#5297,
Abbott, Chicago, Illinois) tissue glue. Prior to use, the hydrogel was stored in PBS and
equilibrated for at least 2 hours in cell culture medium.
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Figure 5.1: Transfer and covalent attachment of LM (red) and Fn (green) nanofibrils onto PEG
hydrogels. Hydrogels were copolymerized with 2-carboxyethylacrylate to introduce -COOH func-
tional groups. Standard EDC/NHS coupling was used to couple amine functional groups on the
ECM nanofibril surface to carboxyl moieties on the hydrogel surface. The image on the right hand
side shows the hydrogel during transfer. It is pressed onto the silicon microarray between two
objective slides, which are fixed with paper clamps.
5.2 Cell Adhesion to Fn and LM on Polyethyleneglycol
Hydrogels
Human Foreskin Fibroblast (HFF) cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen, #41966) containing Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (10 % v/v,
#10050, Invitrogen). SH-SY5Y Neuroblastoma cells were cultured in DMEM containing
FBS (20 % v/v) and penicillin/streptomycin (1 % v/v, #15140, Invitrogen). Cells were
kept at 37◦C and 5 % CO2 and used for experiments below passage number 10. Following
trypsinization, 105 cells were plated into a 35 mm petri dish containing the hydrogel.
5.3 Immunostaining of ECM Proteins
After 4h, cells were fixed for 30 minutes in pre-warmed PBS containing Paraformaldehyde
(PFA) (3.5 % w/v, #30525-89-4, Polysciences Inc.). Samples were subsequently incubated
in blocking buffer: PBS containing BSA (1 % w/v) and Triton-X (0.1 % v/v). Primary an-
tibodies against LM (#L9393, SIGMA-Aldrich), COL I (#C2456, SIGMA-Aldrich) and
Fn (#F0791, SIGMA-Aldrich and #AB2033, Chemicon) were diluted 1:2000 in block-
ing buffer and incubated over night at room temperature. Samples were subsequently
rinsed with PBS and incubated in blocking buffer. Secondary antibodies (#A11001 and
#A21245, Invitrogen, ) were used as described above. After 1 h, samples were rinsed with
PBS, fixed in PBS containing PFA (3.5 %) and mounted in PBS between two circular
glass coverslips. Fluorescence images were recorded on an inverted Zeiss AxioObserver
microscope connected to an UltraView Spinning Disk Confocal System (Perkin Elmer)
using a 63x/1.3 NA oil immersion objective.
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5.4 Staining of Focal Adhesions on LM and Fn nanofibrils
Substrate preparation and cell adhesion to PEG hydrogels was performed as described
above, but with a modified fixation step: after 2 minute pre-fixation in 3.5 % PFA solution
containing 0.5 % v/v Triton-X-100, cells were fixed for further 45 minutes in 3.5 % PFA
solution. During the second immunostaining incubation, a mouse anti-paxillin antibody
was used (#610051, BD Biosciences), which was pre-labelled with a zenon anti-mouse
labelling kit (#Z25060, Invitrogen).
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FRET Analysis of Fn
In order to investigate the degree of unfolding of Fn molecules within Fn nanofibrils, a
labeling scheme identical to the one used by Little et al. [11] was used (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: FRET Labeling Scheme of Fn. Each dimer arm of Fn consists of tandem repeats of
type I (dark blue ovals), II (narrow, green ellipses), and III modules (red ovals). Average end-to-
end lengths of each module type are drawn to scale using lengths of 2.5 nm for FnI [40], 0.7 nm
for FnII [41], and 3.2 nm for FnIII modules [42]. Free cysteines are present on modules FnIII7
and FnIII15 (yellow). Energy transfer is limited to within approximately double the Förster radius
(12 nm), denoted by circles around the acceptor sites. The numbers printed within each module
represent the numbers of potential donor labeling sites.
6.1 FRET labeling of Fn
6.1.1 Thiol-reactive Acceptor Labeling
ATTO 550 maleimide (#AD 550-41, ATTO-Tec, Germany) was dissolved to 2 mM in
DMSO. Fn in 6 M urea was thawed and mixed with an equal volume of PBS containing
8 M GdnHCl, resulting in a final volume of 2 ml and a Fn concentration of 1 mg ml−1. To
this solution, 30 µl of the ATTO 550 maleimide stock solution was added and incubated
in the dark for 2 h on a rotisserie at room temperature. Unreacted dye was separated
from protein by size exclusion chromatography using a PD-10 column (#17-0851-01, GE
Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. As an elution buffer the reaction
buffer of the subsequent labeling reaction of amino groups was used, which consisted of
PBS containing 0.1 M NaHCO3 at pH 8.7.
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6.1.2 Amine-reactive Donor Labeling
ATTO 488 NHS-Ester (#488-31, ATTO-Tec, Germany) was dissolved to 5 mM in DMSO.
To the eluate of the accptor labeling step above, 30 µl of the ATTO 488 maleimide stock
solution was added and incubated in the dark for 1 h on a rotisserie at room temperature.
Unreacted dye was separated from protein by size exclusion chromatography using a PD-
10 column (#17-0851-01, GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. As
an elution buffer, PBS containing 10 % v/v glycerol was used.
6.2 Western Blotting of Labeled Fn
In order to test if fragmentation of Fn occurred during the labeling reaction, SDS PAGE
and Western Blot analysis were carried out. The concentration of labeled protein fractions
was estimated via absorption of the solution at 280 nm and an amount equal to 0.4 µg
per lane was loaded onto the gel. Electrophoretic separation and western blotting under
reducing conditions was performed using 4-20 % polyacrylamide gradient gels according
to the manufacturer’s protocol (#25244, Pierce). After staining in water containing acetic
acid (5 % v/v) and Ponceau S (0.1 % v/v), nitrocellulose membranes were photographed
and de-stained in UltraPure water. Samples with sufficiently high protein concentration
were pooled and the protein concentration as well as the degree of labeling were estimated
as described below.
6.3 Determination of Degree of Labeling
Absorption measurements were performed on a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop 1000, pe-
qlab, Germany). To determine the protein concentration, correction factors for dye ab-
sorption were used as follows:
cATTO550 =
OD550nm
ATTO550,550nm
cATTO488 =
OD501nm − fATTO550,501nmOD550nm
ATTO488,501nm
,
OD280nm,ATTO488 = fATTO488,280nmcATTO488ATTO488,501nm,
OD280nm,ATTO550 = fATTO550,280nmOD550nm,
cFN =
OD280nm −OD280nm,ATTO550 −OD280nm,ATTO488
Fn,280nm
,
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with the following values derived from the manufacturer’s data sheet:
ATTO550,550nm = 1.2× 10
5M−1cm−1,
ATTO488,501nm = 9× 10
4M−1cm−1,
Fn,280nm = 3.64 × 10
5M−1cm−1,
fATTO550,501nm = 0.172,
fATTO488,280nm = 0.1,
fATTO550,280nm = 0.12.
6.4 FRET Calibration to Molecular Unfolding of Fn
In order to use FRET labeled Fn as an indicator of molecular unfolding, a calibration
between the degree of unfolding and the FRET signal was necessary.
6.4.1 Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy
Both FRET labeled Fn and unlabeled Fn were examined using the 229 nm absorption
band of Fn. CD spectra in the range 220-260 nm were recorded using a quartz cu-
vette (#105.250-QS, Hellma, Germany) on a Jasco model J-715 CD Spectropolarimeter
(JASCO, Germany) with a step size of 1 nm, slit widht of 5 nm and integration time of
1 s. For each protein and GdnHCl concentration measured, 3 independent samples were
analyzed:
Per sample, 15 µg of protein were diluted to a volume of 150 µl in PBS. Step-wise
addition of 25, 50 and 75 µl GdnHCl resulted in a dilution series of protein with buffers
containing 1 M, 2 M and 4 M GdnHCl, respectively.
Baseline subtraction of spectra was performed by subtracting the buffer solution signal.
Instrument drift was taken into account by subtracting the mean value of the signal in
the interval 245-250 nm, where a CD signal of zero is expected [66]. Pipetting errors were
accounted for by applying a scaling factor to the curves. For each GdnHCl concentration,
this value corresponded to the mean value of the ratios in the spectral region 224-234
nm between each spectrum and an arbitrarily chosen reference spectrum. The mean and
standard deviation of the CD spectrum were converted into Mean Residue Ellipticity
(MRE) values according to the following formula:
MRE(Θ229nm) =
Θ229nmMRW
lc
, (6.1)
with the measured ellipticity, [Θ]229nm in millidegree (mdeg), a Mean Residue Weight
(MRW) for Fn of 108 g mol−1, a measurement path length, l, of 1 cm and the protein
concentration, c, in g ml−1.
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6.4.2 FRET Signal During Unfolding of Fn
Native Polyacrylamide Gelelectrophoresis (PAGE) of Fn
Gel and buffer compositions are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. An amount corresponding
to 0.3 µg of FRET labeled Fn was loaded per lane and the gel was run on ice for 2 h
at a limiting voltage of 200 V on a BioRad mini protean system. Longer running times
resulted in further migraiton of the protein band without impact on the calibration result.
Imaging of Immobilized FRET Probes
After running the native PAGE, individual bands were cut out and glued into 60 mm
petri dishes using tissue glue (Nexaband, Abbot). These bands were immersed in PBS
and subjected to varying concentrations of GdnHCl. Samples were imaged on a Leica
SP5 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) using a 20 x / 1.0 NA water dipping
objective. Relevant imaging paramters are depicted in Table 6.3. Data analysis was
performed as described in Section 6.6.2, except that the background signal was determined
by imaging a gel which only contained PBS and no FRET probe.
Table 6.1: Gel composition for native PAGE of Fn.
Reagent Name Stacking Gel Separating Gel
(5 %) (10 %)
UltraPure water [ml] 3.4 7.9
30 % Acrylamide solution [ml] 0.83 6.7
Tris (1 M, pH 6.8) [ml] 0.63 -
Tris (1.5 M, pH 8.8) [ml] - 5
Ammonium Persulfate (APS)[µl] 50 200
Tetramethylethylenediamin (TEMED)[µl] 5 20
Table 6.2: Buffer composition for native PAGE of Fn.
Reagent Name Amount
Tris (Base) 30.3 g
Glycine 144 g
UltraPure water ad 1 l
6.5 FRET Measurements of Fn Surface Films
One milliliter of PBS was deposited on top of a superhydrophobic PDMS micropillar
array. Unlabeled (98.75 %) and FRET-labeled (1.25 %) Fn was added to a yield a final
concentration of 50 µg ml−1. After 2 hours, the substrate was immersed in PBS. Donor
and acceptor images of three randomly chosen areas were taken using the parameters
depicted in Table 6.3. Background correction was achieved by imaging the air-buffer
interface at positions on the micropillar array where no protein adsorption took place.
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Table 6.3: Imaging parameters used for FRET calibration and imaging of Fn Nanofibrils. Af-
ter performing a stability test of both available lasers, the Argon ion laser was chosen due to
significantly lower power fluctuations, as shown in Figure A.2.
Parameter Value
Scanning Frequency 100 Hz
Pinhole Size 2 Airy Units (AUs)
Laser Type Argon-Ion
Excitation Wavelength 488 nm
Laser Output 0 % (Standby)
Laser Accusto Optical Tunable Filter (AOTF) Power < 40 %
Bandwidth Detector 1 510 - 540 nm
Bandwidth Detector 2 555 - 595 nm
PMT Voltage Detector 1 & 2 650 V
6.6 FRET Measurements of Fn Nanofibrils
6.6.1 FRET Imaging of Fn Nanofibrils
After nanofibril depsition on stretchable PDMS microarrays, the substrate was wetted
in PBS containing MOWIOL-488 (0.1 % w/v). On 3 independent samples, donor and
acceptor images of three randomly chosen areas were taken using the parameters depicted
in Table 6.3.
6.6.2 Data analysis
For each image, the background signal was determined by selecting a region between
micropillars, where no fluorescence signal was detected. After smoothing the image with
a 5 x 5 gaussian filter of radius 1 pixel, the mean background intensity was subtracted for
both the donor and acceptor channel individually. The resulting pixel-wise ratio between
donor and acceptor image was used as a FRET index. For each pixel P(x,y) with acceptor
signal SAcceptor(x, y) and donor signal SDonor(x, y), the FRET Index, IFRET(x, y), was thus:
IFRET (x, y) =
SAcceptor(x, y) −BGAcceptor
SDonor(x, y) −BGDonor
(6.2)
To minimize noise, low intensity pixels were excluded by applying a dynamic threshold of
five standard deviations of the background signal.
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Mechanical Properties of Fn Nanofibrils
7.1 Extensibility of Fn Nanofibrils
Nanofibrils produced on stretchable silicone substrates were subjected to step-wise exten-
sion from 100 % to 300 % elongation. The overall process of stretching endured for one
hour and was imaged on a Leica SP5 CLSM system using a 20 x / 1.0 NA Water Dipping
Objective.
7.2 AFM of Fn nanofibrils
7.2.1 Sample Preparation
Immediately after production of Fn Nanofibrils on PU substrates, the glass coverslip was
glued into a 60 mm petri dish, which had a hole cut in the middle (see Fig 7.1). Since the
PU micropillar array wetted spontaneously after several minutes, there was no need to use
a surface active substance such as MOWIOL-488. Complete wetting of the substrate was
achieved after 1 h of incubation at room temperature.
Figure 7.1: AFM Sample. The microstructure is fixed on a circular glass coverslip which is glued
into the lid of a petri dish. This assembly can be filled with buffer and placed under the scan head
of a JPK Nanowizard AFM.
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The samples were mounted on a Leica DMI 6000 CS inverted microscope equipped with
a 40 x / 0.65 NA objective. A JPK Nanowizard II scan head was operated via the provided
SPM Software Release 3.3. Fibrils were selected manually and position information was
recorded using the Micro Motion nanopositioning stage provided with the instrument.
This position information was later used for the correlation of single nanofibrils imaged in
SEM with the corresponding AFM force curves.
Force-displacement curves were acquired in 1 µm steps along each selected nanofibril
using a tipless cantilever (CSC12, MikroMash, Estonia), which was calibrated according
to the SPM Software manual prior to the experiment. The parameters used for force curve
acquisition are depicted in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Parameters used for AFM force imaging of Fn Nanofibrils.
Parameter Value Description
Force 8 nN Force at which the cantilever retracts again from the sample
Force setting relative The reversal point is defined relative to the contact point
Duration 0.5 s Time during which the cantilever approaches
Z length 5 µm Length from start of scan to reversal point
Feedback Mode Contact AFM imaging mode used during the force scan
7.3 SEM of Probed Fn nanofibrils
After finishing the AFM experiment, the sample was recovered and fixed in PBS containing
3.5 % PFA for 1 h at room temperature. After copious rinsing in UltraPure water, the
sample was left to dry over night at room temperature.
The next morning, the samples were recovered and sputter coated with 2 nm Gold (0.05
mbar, 30 mA, 10 s) in a BalTec MCS 010 sputter coater to reduce charging effects of the
polymer during imaging.
Using fluorescence images acquired during AFM imaging combined with position data
derived from the nanopositioning stage of the AFM, it was possible to identify single
nanofibrils which were probed during the AFM experiment. The diameter of these fibrils
was determined at three positions along the fibril and the average value was used in the
subsequent data analysis.
7.4 Data Analysis of AFM Experiments
The Data analysis was based on a three-point bend test [57]. A custom-written MATLAB
script (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) was used to convert and analyze the
force curves derived from several AFM experiments.
Part III
Results and Discussion
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Surface Activity of ECM Proteins
While the effect of plasma molecules such as Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) [67] and
immunoglobulins [68] on surface tension has been intensively studied, little is known about
the surface activity of ECM proteins. Protein accumulation on superhydrophobic surfaces
followed by surface de-wetting is required for nanofibril formation. Thus, the investigation
of the surface activity of ECM proteins is essential for a detailed understanding of the
underlying mechanisms.
In addition to their tendency to accumulate at the air-buffer interface, the self-assembly
qualities of ECM proteins were underlined by their ability to form fibrils when pulled out
of a surface film, which formed spontaneously (Figure 8.1). Contrasting this behavior,
BSA accumulates at the air-buffer interface but does not form fibrils.
Figure 8.1: Pulling Fibrils from Surface Films of ECM Proteins. Top: After addition of ECM
protein to a layer of PBS, an equilibrium forms between molecules in solution and at the air-buffer
interface. The film can be compressed and fibrils can be manually pulled using a pair of tweezers.
Bottom: The image shows a fibril consisting of COL I.
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8.1 Protein Accumulation at the Air-Buffer Interface
The dynamics of protein accumulation at the air-buffer interface were investigated on a
Langmuir film balance [69] over a time span of 1 hour. For all proteins, a fast increase in
surface pressure was observed within 30 seconds after protein addition to the subphase,
as shown in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2: Surface Activity of Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) Proteins and BSA. Top: Already
after 120 seconds, the surface pressure rises to more than 75% of the value reached after 1 hour
(bottom). Addition of BSA (dash-dotted line, black) results in a rapid increase in surface pressure.
The surface pressure resulting from LM (dashed line, red) was the highest of all three ECM proteins.
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8.2 Discussion
8.2.1 Dynamics of Protein Accumulation at the Air-Buffer Interface
The accumulation of ECM proteins at the air-buffer interface is a rapid process, which
takes place on the time scale of 30 s. The same characteristics have been described for
BSA in previous studies [67, 70].
In these earlier investigations, it could also be shown that the increase in surface pres-
sure caused by protein accumulation at the air-buffer interface is largely independent of
protein concentration, with most of the changes occurring within the first hour of obser-
vation. Information derived from these experiments can thus be applied to the nanofibril
fabrication method described herein.
A striking feature observed for the protein surface films reported in literature is the fact
that the accumulated molecules are immobilized at the interface [71]. For Fn, this could
be demonstrated by Ulmer et al. [72], as shown in Figure 8.3. The same behavior was
observed when photobleaching acceptor dye on FRET-labeled Fn within surface films, as
shown in Figure 10.7.
Figure 8.3: Formation of an Immobile Fn Layer at the Air-Buffer Interface. The images show
a time series of confocal fluorescence micrographs, displaying the protein exchange dynamics at
the air-buffer interface after photobleaching. Dye bleaching was initiated 1 h after injecting Fn
into a PBS droplet, and was followed by injecting fresh Fn. The original protein border, which
formed after 1 h, is indicated by the white arrowheads. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
was measured in the area denoted with an asterisk. While fresh Fn readily interacted with the
bleached zone, the original interface essentially did not recover during the 20 min timeframe of this
experiment. Taken from [72].
8.2.2 Structural Consequences of Protein Accumulation
Protein accumulation and structural changes at air-buffer interfaces have been studied for
several technologically relevant molecules so far, ranging from BSA [73] over immunoglob-
ulins to enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase [74] and lysozyme [75]. The emerging
picture is that at least part of the molecules undergo gradual loss of tertiary and secondary
structure when forming an immobilized film of molecules at the air-buffer interface. In this
context, work by Vogel et al. [76] and Garcia et al. [77] has demonstrated that structural
changes of Fn occur upon its adsorption to interfaces and influences differentiation and
proliferation of myoblast cells [77].
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A second potential effect of protein accumulation at the air-buffer interface could be the
formation of intermolecular sulfhydryl crosslinks, which was demonstrated for ovalbumin
by Lechevalier et al. [75].
This leads to the suggestion that at least parts of the ECM molecules might become
unfolded upon accumulation at the air-buffer interface. Particularly, the non-disulfide
bonded type III modules of Fn might become unfolded, exposing cryptic self-binding sites
(see Figure 1.2), which might result in the formation of intermolecular disulfide bridges.
Although the existence of free sulfhydryls on modules FnIII7 and FnIII15 could allow such
an interaction and work by Patel et al. recently demonstrated its occurrence in vitro [78],
it has to be noted that the existence of intermolecular disulfide bonds in Fn fibrils has
been questioned [79].
An investigation of the secondary structure of all ECM proteins immobilized at the
air-buffer interface was beyond the scope of this work, but could be achieved for Fn by
using the FRET technique, as described in Section 10.3.
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Size Control of ECM Nanofibrils
The goal of this work was to control the alignment, diameter and tensile state of Fn
nanofibrils. Recent work in our lab demonstrated the possibility of Fn fibrillogenesis by
wetting-induced surface forces on PDMS micropillars [72]. However, this method enabled
limited control over fibril directionality and nanofibril diameter, which both influence
cellular response to these surfaces.
A de-wetting based method was thus developed which allows control over directionality
and diameter of protein nanofibrils. Initial experiments showed that Fn formed fibrils
when manually pulling a drop of Fn along a PDMS micropillar structure. Subsequently,
the parameters pulling speed, v, protein concentration, c, and array geometry were varied
in order to investigate their influence on nanofibril diameter. The picture that emerged
from experiments on silicon micropillar arrays is that array geometry predetermines the
distribution of Fn nanofibril diameters, while pulling speed and protein concentration have
to be optimized for each geometry to achieve full coverage and narrowest distributions of
nanofibril diameters.
As an extension of the work presented here, this method allowed the production of EHS
LM and COL I nanofibrils as well as an application to moulded PDMS or PU micropillar
structures.
9.1 Silicon Microarrays Produced by Reactive Ion
Etching (RIE)
The de-wetting behavior of the surfaces used herein, and thus the quality of the produced
nanofibrillar arrays depends on the regularity of the microstructure used. A method to
produce durable silicon micropillar substrates was established, which allowed repeated
cleaning and reuse of these sensitive substrates.
Figure 9.1: Silicon Masks. Depending on the number of etching cycles, n, the height of the
micropillars can be varied. Left: n = 100; middle: n = 150; right: n = 200. Small debris attached
to the structures during cutting of the silicon wafer. Scale bar: 5 µm.
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9.2 Fn Nanofibrils on Micropillar Substrates
During initial experiments, a 10 µl drop of Fn in PBS was manually pulled over a super-
hydrophobic micropillar surface. While the resulting Fn fibrils aligned parallel with the
pulling direction in the central region of the meniscus, they were randomly oriented at
lateral areas (see Figure 9.2), where the receding meniscus was highly curved.
Figure 9.2: Experiment to Produce Fn
Nanofibrils. Fibronectin fibrils formed
when manually pulling a 10 µl drop of
Fn from left to right over a PDMS mi-
cropillar array. The fibrils at the curved
area of the moving meniscus point to-
wards the center of the droplet (white
arrow). Scale bar: 50 µm.
The control of nanofibril directionality was achieved by moving the substrate relative
to a droplet that is spread along a glass rod, as shown in Figure 9.3. This resulted in a
meniscus that is perpendicular to the pulling direction along the micropillar array.
Figure 9.3: Fabrication of ECM Fibrillar Arrays. The image on the right hand side shows the
setup which was used to create the fibrillar arrays. The protein solution was applied on the
accessible glass surface of the pasteur pipet (blue arrow).
Using hydrophobic silicon micropillar arrays, the optimum of both the solution concen-
tration of Fn and the pulling speed were determined for each substrate geometry. Subse-
quent SEM analysis on silicon micropillar arrays provided the distribution of fibril diam-
eters for each substrate geometry. The parameters depicted in Figure 9.4 yielded optimal
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regularity and narrowest distributions of Fn nanofibril diameters over substrate areas as
large as 2 cm2.
Figure 9.4: Diameter Control of Fn Nanofibrils. Histograms and fitted normal distributions of Fn
nanofibril diameter for the microarray geometries depicted in Figure 9.5. The inset text indicates
the parameters pillar spacing, s, pillar diameter, d, (see Figure 3.1), protein concentration, c, and
pulling speed, v. For each histogram, 350 fibrils over three independent experiments were analyzed.
The same parameters could be equally applied on PDMS micropillar arrays, which have
the advantage of being both transparent and elastomeric and can be used in force-sensing
experiments (see Figure 9.5) [80].
Figure 9.5: Regular Arrays of Fn Nanofibrils. Fluorescence micrographs of ATTO 488 labeled
Fn fibrils produced on PDMS microarrays with different geometries. The pillar diameter, d, and
center-to-center separation, s, define the microarray (see Figure 3.1). Protein concentration and
pulling speed correspond to the values given in Figure 9.4. Scale bar: 20 µm.
The observation that lower protein concentrations are needed to produce nanofibrils on
small micropillars (d = 2.5 µm, see Figure 9.4) proved useful in the investigation of other
protein systems. Thus, all further experiments employing ECM protein components were
first performed on arrays with the smallest micropillar diameters available.
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9.2.1 Discussion
Control of Nanofibril Directionality
Fn nanofibrils align perpendicular to the meniscus of a protein solution. This indicates
that the surface forces acting during de-wetting of the superhydrophobic microarray play a
central role in nanofibril formation. Guan et al. proposed a model of nanofibril formation
for a similar system, as shown in Figure 9.6. The observations made during this work
support this model.
Figure 9.6: Model of Nanofibril Formation. The aqueous polymer solution moves from left to
right with the thick lines designating the water fronts or contact lines. After the contact line passes
the narrowest point of the gap between adjacent pillars in the vertical direction, the contact line
jumps to the next pillar row, as shown in 2. A “liquid bridge” forms between the two adjacent
pillars A and B. The liquid bridge is prone to rupture because of its high surface-to-volume ratio
and high surface tension of the aqueous polymer solutions. Water evaporation may also contribute
to this instability. The liquid bridge breaks in step 3, creating two separated liquid bodies. A
single polymer molecule at the breaking point can be trapped in both liquid bodies and stretched
in the opposite directions. Several of these stretched molecules are bundled together by capillary
forces to form a nanowire. In step 4, the isolated droplet on pillar A spontaneously shrinks owing
to the hydrophobic nature of PDMS, continually extending the nanowire leftward as a result of
molecular combing. At the same time, a droplet forms on pillar B. This droplet also beads up,
leading to the growth of the nanowire in the right direction. On the other side of the droplet
on pillar B, another nanowire forms and grows leftward, repeating the process from pillar A. The
droplet eventually dries and a dotlike precipitate forms at a point where the two nanowires meet,
as shown in step 5. This process repeats itself on all pillars when the water front passes, finally
generating a long, continuous nanowire on the pillars. Modified from [81].
Control of Nanofibril Diameter and Array Regularity
Similar to findings by Guan et al. [82], who used an analogous method to fabricate
nanowires consisting of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) [82, 81] and synthetic polymer [83],
the diameter of Fn nanofibrils mainly depends on the diameter of the underlying pillars. In
contrast to the fabrication of DNA nanowires by Guan et al., the range of Fn concentrations
and pulling speeds at which regular Fn nanofibril arrays could be accomplished was specific
for each substrate geometry. Applying too high concentrations of protein or too low
pulling speeds resulted in the formation of thick and randomly oriented fibrils, while low
Fn concentrations or higher pulling speeds led to defects in the nanofibrillar array (see
Figure 9.7).
One explanation for this could be the tendency of Fn to accumulate at the air-buffer
interface [72] (see Figure 8.2). This property is not observed for DNA [73] and intro-
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Figure 9.7: SEM Images Illustrating Concentration and Pulling Speed Dependence of Fn Nanofib-
rils. Top: An increase in Fn protein concentration and reduction of pulling speed leads to a higher
amount of irregular fibrils on arrays with 2.5 µm pillar diameter. Bottom: Likewise, using 2-fold
lower than optimal protein concentrations and 2-fold increased pulling speeds, Fn nanofibrillar
arrays show defects on arrays with 10 µm pillar diameter. Fn was used at a concentration of 25 µg
ml−1 (top) and 12.5 µg ml−1 (bottom), respectively. In both experiments, the pulling speed was
10 mm min−1. Scale bar: 10 µm.
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duces the dynamics of protein diffusion and accumulation at the air-buffer interface to the
fabrication process.
Self-Association Sites are Necessary for Nanofibril Formation
Different from DNA molecules, which are negatively charged and thus self-repellent, Fn has
several self-binding sites [18], which favors the formation of cross-connected nanofibrils,
as shown in Figure 9.7. A necessity for accessible self-binding sites is supported by recent
work by Pabba et al. [84], where fibrinogen formed nanofibrils only in the presence of its
activator thrombin.
We could further prove the requirement of self-binding sites by testing nanofibril for-
mation of BSA on silicon micropillar arrays, as shown in Figure 9.8. In line with these
observations, BSA did not form nanofibrils at high protein concentrations of up to 1 mg
ml−1, indicating that proteins which do not form fibrils in vivo will not form fibrils using
the described method.
Figure 9.8: Nanofibril Formation Requires Self-Binding Sites. BSA, even when employed at
concentrations of 1 mg ml−1, does not yield nanofibrils at a pulling speed of 2 mm min−1. Scale
bar: 5 µm.
9.3 Fabrication of LM and COL Nanofibrils
All ECM proteins investigated here accumulate at the air-buffer interface and are known
to have self-binding or even self-assembly properites (see Section 2. The hypothesis that
the proteins under investigation also form nanofibrils using the method described herein
was thus tested.
9.3.1 LM Nanofibrils
Laminin (LM) purified from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm tumors (LM-111) yielded regular
arrays of nanofibrils at 4-fold higher protein concentrations and 10-fold lower pulling speeds
(Figure 9.9) compared to Fn. LM accumulates rapidly at the air-buffer interface, as shown
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in Figure 8.2). Compared to Fn, the LM molecule contains fewer self-binding sites (Section
2, which explains the lower tendency to form nanofibrils.
Figure 9.9: SEM Images of Nanofibrils Formed by Different ECM Proteins. Like Fn, both LM
(EHS LM) and COL I (B) formed nanofibrils with increasing thickness upon increasing the mi-
cropillar diameter. COL I (S) and COL I (C) (not shown) consistently yielded nanofibrils with
diameters below 30 nm, independent of array geometry, pulling speed and protein concentration.
Scale bar: 200 nm.
9.3.2 COL I Nanofibrils
Initial experiments using COL I produced highly regular arrays of nanofibrils with di-
ameters below 30 nm independently of pillar diameter, protein concentration and pulling
speed. Three collagen preparations from two different providers were subsequently tested
for their ability to form nanofibrils (Figure 9.9):
1. COL I purified from calf skin (SIGMA-Aldrich), referred to as COL I (C)
2. COL I purified from rat tendon (SIGMA-Aldrich), referred to as COL I (S)
3. COL I purified from rat tendon (Harbor BioProducts), referred to as COL I (B)
In summary, both COL I (S) and COL I (C) yielded fibrils with diameters below 30 nm
at concentrations up to 0.5 mg ml−1. COL I (B) yielded fibrils with diameters above 50
nm at concentrations below 0.2 mg ml−1. All stated protein concentrations are based on
information provided by the manufacturer.
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9.3.3 Western Blot Analysis of ECM Preparations
Since all protein preparations are isolated from ECM of living organisms, Western Blot
analysis was performed to rule out potential contamination of ECM protein preparations
with Fn, as shown in Figure 9.10. Supporting this evidence, immuno-fluorescence staining
of the produced LM fibrils was positive for EHS LM and negative for Fn, as shown in
Figure 9.13. The same result was observed for COL I when immunostaining Fn, as shown
in Figure A.1.
Figure 9.10: Western Blot of ECM Protein Preparations. Top: Ponceau S stain containing
the molecular weight ladder, L. This stain indicates the presence of protein on the nitrocellulose
membrane before immunoblotting. Bottom: COL I (S) showed reduced amounts COL I alpha
chains. No cross-contamination of either LM or COL I preparations with Fn (red) could be detected
using an immunofluorescence assay. Two different LM preparations from different manufacturers
(M - Millipore, S - SIGMA) showed identical characteristics. Each lane was loaded with 2.67 µg
of protein according to the manufacturer’s data sheet.
9.3.4 Nanofibrils Consisting of Other Biopolymers
As an extension of this work, it could be shown that both actin and LM-511 form nanofib-
rils using the method described herein, as shown in Figure 9.11.
9.3.5 Discussion
Influence of Protein Concentration and Pulling Speed on Nanofibril Formation
The formation of LM and COL I nanofibrils required higher protein concentrations and
lower pulling speeds than those used for Fn. This could be due to the lower self-binding
capabilities of those two proteins compared to Fn [6].
When using LM and COL solutions above a minimum protein concentration at low
enough pulling speed, the formation of LM and COL I nanofibrils was rather insensitive
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Figure 9.11: SEM Images of Actin and LM-511 Nanofibrils. Like Fn, both actin (left) and LM-511
(right) formed nanofibrils. Concentration and pulling speed was 1.3 mg ml−1 and 2 mm min−1 for
actin and 0.5 mg ml−1 and 2 mm min−1 for LM-511, respectively. Scale bar: 2.5 µm.
to changes in those two paramters compared to Fn. This is in line with a reduced self-
binding capability of LM and COL I molecules, respectively.
Distinct Behavior of COL I preparations
Although a transfer of the nanofibril fabrication method to other ECM molecules was
possible, it was observed that the quality of ECM protein preparations largely differs
between manufacturers (see Figure 9.10). This has a significant influence on the quality of
the produced nanofibril arrays. A similar observation was made for commercially available
Fn preparations by Ulmer [85].
The difference in detectable protein concentration could be related to the tendency of
COL preparations to form nanofibrils with larger diameters. Both COL (S) and COL
(C), which are provided by the same manufacturer, show reduced protein concentration
in a Western Blot experiment (Figure 9.10and display nanofibril diameters below 30 nm
independent of array geometry.
This could be either due to a significantly lower overall protein concentration or to
a difference in protein composition. It is unclear at this moment, how far the level of
Tropocollagen differs between all COL preparations that were used in this study. A higher
relative amount of Tropocollagen could result in an increased tendency to form fibrils, even
at low overall concentrations. Although the buffer composition of the stock solution was
highly similar for two of the three COL preparations, it cannot be excluded that additives
influence the surface tension or protein aggregation of the solutions that were diluted in
PBS.
General Applicability of the Self-Assembly Method to Other Polymers
As shown in 9.11, it is possible to produce nanofibrils consisting of other biomolecules,
such as actin and LM-511. The formation of polymer nanofibrils using similar methods
hase been described [81, 83, 84]. This allows the creation of novel materials, either of
biological or synthetic origin, for experimental and applied use.
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9.4 Cell Adhesion to Fn and LM Nanofibrils
In order to demonstrate the functionality of ECM nanofibrils, a model system for cell
experiments was developed, which allows the immobilization of ECM nanofibrils in any
desired orientation relative to each other.
Since the ECM nanofibrils were formed by de-wetting of a superhydrophobic surface,
they were in a dry state. Wetting of the micropillar surface followed by covalent at-
tachment of nanofibrils onto PEG hydrogels reconstituted the nanofibrils in buffer and
simultaneously eliminated substrate microtopography (Figure 9.12).
Figure 9.12: Transfer and Cova-
lent Attachment of LM (red) and Fn
(green) Nanofibrils onto PEG Hydro-
gels. Hydrogels were copolymerized
with 2-carboxyethylacrylate to intro-
duce -COOH functional groups. Stan-
dard EDC/NHS chemistry was used
to couple amine functional groups on
the ECM nanofibril surface to carboxyl
moieties on the hydrogel surface.
After sequential transfer of LM and Fn nanofibrils, we investigated the differential bind-
ing of SH-SY5Y and HFF cells to LM and Fn nanofibrils, respectively (Figure 9.13). Cells
adhere to the crossed ECM nanofibril network via paxillin-containing adhesion sites (Fig-
ure 9.14), which demonstrates the biofunctionality of the fibrils after their transfer. While
HFF cells line rather perfectly with Fn nanofibrils and are not influenced by the direc-
tionality of LM nanofibrils, SH-SY5Y cells interact with both LM and Fn nanofibrils, but
show distinct outgrowths along the LM fibrils (see Figure 9.13).
9.4.1 Discussion
The use of substrates with combined LM and Fn nanofibrillar arrays enables the distinction
of fibroblast-like cells from neuroblastoma cells in co-culture assays due to their differential
adhesion to ECM nanofibrils.
Already the use of a single nanofibril array grafted on non-adhesive PEG hydrogels
opens the route to cell-guiding substrates, which are similar to the ones accessible by
micro-contact printing [87].
While the sequential transfer of two different nanofibrillar arrays opens potentially inter-
esting opportunities to generate tailored substrates for selective cell adhesion, it should be
noted that the fabrication process requires mechanical contact with the nanofibril arrays,
which can lead to defects in the produced patterns. A future use of these substrates on a
large scale depends on the technical ability to overcome this problem.
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Figure 9.13: Differntial Cell Adhesion on Fn and LM Nanofibrils. (a) HFF cell adhering to Fn
nanofibrils (green) on a combined LM/Fn nanofibril substrate. LM is shown in red. For reasons of
visibility, the panel on the right displays the circumference of the cell seen in differential interference
contrast (DIC) mode on the left panel. (b) SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell adhering to Fn (green)
and LM (red) nanofibrils. The cell produces outgrowths along the LM fibril in the center. In
addition to differential adhesive behavior, distinction between both cell types in co-culture was
possible by morphological differences in size and shape. Scale bar: 10 µm. Taken from Kaiser and
Spatz [86].
Figure 9.14: Focal Adhesion Staining on Fn and LM Nanofibrils. Colocalization of focal adhesion
protein, paxillin (blue), with Fn (green) and LM (red) nanofibrils. (a) HFF cell adhering exclusively
to Fn nanofibrils. White color in the center image indicates colocalization of Fn and paxillin. (b)
SH SY5Y cell adhering to both Fn and LM nanofibrils. While the LM nanofibril direction dictates
orientation, Fn nanofibrils support cell adhesion, as indicated by white arrows in the center image.
Scale bar: 5 µm. Taken from Kaiser and Spatz [86].
Chapter
10
FRET of Fn Nanofibrils
The development of a stretchable array of Fn nanofibrils was possible using the methods
described in Chapter 9. In order to establish a mechanically switchable Fn matrix, the pos-
sibility to alter the molecular structural properties within Fn nanofibrils was investigated
using a FRET labeling approach [9, 10] (see Figure 10.1).
Figure 10.1: FRET Labeling Scheme of Fn. Each dimer arm of Fn consists of tandem repeats
of type I (dark blue ovals), II (narrow, green ellipses), and III modules (red ovals). Average end-
to-end lengths of each module type are drawn to scale using lengths of 2.5 nm for FnI [40], 0.7
nm for FnII [41], and 3.2 nm for FnIII modules [42]. Free cysteines are present on modules FnIII7
and FnIII15 (yellow). Energy transfer is limited to within approximately double the Förster radius
(12 nm), denoted by circles around the acceptor sites. The numbers printed within each module
represent the numbers of potential donor labeling sites. On average, each monomer was labeled
with two acceptors and twenty-eight donors as determined by spectrophotometry of FRET labeled
protein.
Following calibration of the FRET sensor, the unfolding state of Fn molecules at the
air-buffer interface and within nanofibrils was probed. Subsequently, the FRET signals
of Fn nanofibrils were compared before and after extension and rupture on a stretchable
micropillar array. To rule out intermolecular FRET, a mixture of 98.75 % unlabeled and
1.25 % FRET-labeled Fn was used in all FRET experiments [10], as shown in Figure 10.2.
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10.1 Calibration of Fn FRET Probe
In order to verify that FRET labeling did not alter Fn structure, the unfolding of labeled
and native Fn was compared. The labeled and unlabeled protein showed identical unfold-
ing characteristics. Following this, the FRET signal, IFRET, as a function of Guanidine
Hydrochloride (GdnHCl) concentration was determined for an ensemble of molecules. This
provided a reference between the Fn FRET signal and the degree of molecular unfolding
and allows the comparison with results from other studies [88, 10, 11].
10.1.1 Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectrometry of Fn Unfolding
The unfolding of Fn by GdnHCl was observed via the change of Fn’s CD signal at a
wavelength of 229 nm. This peak is attributed to ordered tyrosine and tryptophane
residues within the disulfide-bonded C- and N-terminal modules of Fn [2]. The labeled
FnIII modules are located at the central part of the molecule and weres shown to unfold
similar to the above mentioned disulfide-bonded C- and N-terminal modules [88]. Thus,
while Circular Dichroism does not directly probe the structural properties of the labeled
FnIII modules, the resulting signal can be used to estimate the degree of unfolding of the
whole Fn molecule.
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Figure 10.2: CD Analysis of Fn Unfolding With and Without FRET Labels. The error bars
correspond to the standard deviation from three independent experiments. No significant structural
transition occurs below a Guanidine Hydrochloride (GdnHCl) concentration of 1 M. A drastic
conformational change occurs between 2 M and 4 M denaturing agent. Within measurement
accuracy, no difference between both Fn preparations is found.
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10.1.2 Wavelength Determination for FRET Measurements
In order to determine the optimal wavelength for the FRET donor and acceptor channels,
labeled Fn was immobilized via native PAGE and an emission wavelength scan was per-
formed on the Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) setup used during this work.
From these experiments, the optimal detection wavelength interval is [555 nm, 595 nm].
Donor emission was recorded along the interval [510 nm, 540 nm].
Figure 10.3: Wavelength Scan of FRET Probe. At an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, the
relative emission of the FRET probe was recorded in the range between 500 nm and 650 nm both
in the native (red) and denatured (blue) state. The optimal detection wavelength interval is [555
nm, 595 nm]. Donor emission was recorded along the interval [510 nm, 540 nm] in the subsequent
FRET experiments.
10.1.3 FRET as a Function of Fn Unfolding
FRET signals of Fn probes were recorded at increasing concentrations of denaturing agent
(GdnHCl) in order to correlate Fn’s structural properties with the FRET signal, IFRET:
IFRET =
SAcceptor −BGAcceptor
SDonor −BGDonor
, (10.1)
with acceptor signal, SAcceptor, donor signal, SDonor, and the respective background
signals, BGAcceptor and BGDonor. The resulting calibration histograms are plotted in Figure
10.4.
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Figure 10.4: FRET Analysis of Fn Immobilized in Native Polyacrylamide Gelelectrophoresis
(PAGE). Red: 0 M GdnHCl, gold: 1 M GdnHCl, cyan: 2 M GdnHCl, blue: 4 M GdnHCl. The
calibration result is plotted at the bottom of the following figures in this chapter as a reference.
Figure 10.5: FRET Analysis of Fn Extended in High Ionic Strength Buffer. The FRET signal does
not change upon extension of the molecule in 1 M NaCl. The bottom graph shows the calibration
curves for increasing denaturant concentration. Red: 0 M GdnHCl, gold: 1 M GdnHCl, cyan: 2
M GdnHCl, blue: 4 M GdnHCl.
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10.1.4 Discussion
The Unfolding Characteristics of FRET Labeled and Native Fn are identical
The secondary structure analysis of Fn and the FRET-labeled probe show identical results.
Since the CD method is an ensemble measurement of secondary structural features and
Fn shows only low occurrence of these features, the conclusion from this result is that a
gradual change in secondary structure is inducible by addition of GdnHCl and the solution
structure of labeled Fn shows no significant deviation from the structure of native Fn.
Fn Molecular Unfolding Can Be Observed by FRET
The FRET calibration versus GdnHCl concentrations allows the correlation of molecular
unfolding with a fluorescence readout on a microscopic level.
In this context, an important distinction has to be made between extension (loss of ter-
tiary structure) and unfolding (loss of secondary structure) of Fn molecules. The solution
structure of Fn appears to be a string of beads which is folded back on itself via ionic
interactions [17] (see Figure 2.2). This compact form opens up into an extended form
upon increasing the ionic strength [89] above 0.75 M. Upon addition of denaturant [66, 2]
or increase of pH [89], Fn modules unfold, which can be observed by CD spectroscopy,
fluorescence anisotropy, fluorescence emission [88] and electron spin resonance [89] tech-
niques. For GdnHCl-induced denaturation of intact Fn, a gradual unfolding transition
was observed between 0 M and 1.2 M GdnHCl, which was not observed in fragments of Fn
[88]. Thus, intramolecular interactions appear to stabilize part of the secondary structure
of Fn modules.
Owing to the complex interplay of Fn extension and unfolding, previous studies using
Fn FRET probes were not able to distinguish loss of secondary structure form loss of
intramolecular interactions [9, 7, 76].
Compared to these studies, a more than two-fold higher degree of donor labeling was
used. This was desirable, since the nanofibrils under scrutiny are much thinner than
the diffraction-limited focal spot of the confocal microscope [90]. A higher degree of
donor labeling led to an increased fluorescence signal, which allowed greater measurement
accuracy and lower photobleaching. This high denisity of labeling might lead to self-
quenching of donor molecules [91] and, consequently, a lower sensitivity towards molecular
unfolding. However, the fact that the FRET signal did not change when extending Fn
molecules in high ionic strength buffer (see Figure 10.5) leads to the conclusion that, rather,
the sensitivity towards molecular unfolding was pronounced compared to extension of the
Fn molecule.
FRET Calibration in Solution Displays Concentration Dependence
Preliminary calibration efforts involved FRET measurements of labeled Fn in solution.
These measurements showed a reduction of FRET signal upon denaturation as observed for
Fn immobilized in a polyacrylamide gel. However, the absolute values appeared to depend
on the protein concentration used. This can be attributed to the sampling procedure of
the confocal microscope, which might lead to clipping of low light signal levels and thus
an altered FRET ratio, as shown in Figure A.3.
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10.2 Determination of Ratio between FRET Labeled and
Unlabeled Fn
In order to rule out intermolecular FRET, the concentration of labeled Fn was chosen after
an analysis of the FRET signal derived from nanofibrils containing increasing amounts of
labeled Fn. Based on this assay, a ratio of 1.25 % labeled Fn and 98.75 % unlabeled Fn
was subsequently used.
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Figure 10.6: Optimal Ratio Between FRET Probe and Unlabeled Fn. The FRET index was
determined for nanofibrils containing increasing amounts of FRET probe. Above a probe content
of 5 %, the FRET index increases due to intermolecular FRET. The error bars display the standard
deviation overa ll sampled pixels.
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10.3 FRET of Fn Surface Films
The formation of a surface film of Fn precedes nanofibril formation. Since protein adsorp-
tion to the air-buffer interface is likely to induce molecular unfolding, the degree of Fn
unfolding in a surface film was assessed, as shown in Figure 10.7.
Figure 10.7: FRET Analysis of Fn Surface Films. Top: A film of Fn forms after incubation of
Fn solution on top of a superhydrophobic micropillar array. The Fn film can then be analyzed
using an upright Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) setup. Middle: During surface
accumulation of Fn, no detectable unfolding of Fn takes place, as derived from comparison with
the calibration histogram. The bottom histogram shows the calibration curves for increasing
GdnHCl concentration. Red: 0 M, gold: 1 M, cyan: 2 M, blue: 4 M. Bottom: Fn molecules
within the surface layer are immobile on a time scale of thirty minutes as seen by the persisting
pattern of acceptor photobleaching in the center portion of the image. Additionally, the acceptor
photobleaching led to donor dequenching, an indication of FRET.
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10.3.1 Discussion
Result in Literature Context
No unfolding of Fn within surface films was detected using the FRET method described
above. In contrast to this, the fact that Fn molecules undergo structural alterations upon
adsorption has been demonstrated for various interfaces [92, 93, 94, 95, 76, 96, 97]. While
this has been shown to effect cell response [77], it is unclear which Fn modules unfold and
to which extent they do so.
However, the only study on Fn molecular structure at the air-buffer interface showed
high-resolution SEM images of disc-shaped Fn molecules, which resemble the structures
observed in solution [72], as shown in Figure 10.8. In summary, this indicates that Fn
molecules do not unfold upon accumulation at the air-buffer interface. While this can
be concluded for the modules immediately neighboring the FRET acceptor labeling sites,
the greater part of the Fn molecule is not covered in this investigation (see Figure 10.1).
It is well imaginable that structural changes undetected by FRET occur which precede
nanofibril formation.
Figure 10.8: High Resolution SEM Image of Fn Molecules at
the Air-Buffer Interface. After fixation, critical point drying and
coating with 2 nm Chromium, the structure of Fn molecules at
the air-buffer interface appears disc-shaped. The inset shows
a magnfication of the area marked by the white arrow. Taken
from [72].
Experiments on porcine Fn using High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
indicate that the N-terminal 14 kDa heparin-binding fragment as well as the gelatin-
binding fragment have the highest degree of hydrophobicity among all Fn fragments [98].
Both fragments have been shown to play a central role in Fn, potentially forming the
interaction site between Fn molecules [17] (see Figure 2.2). Since the FRET acceptor
fluorophores are restricted to the large central cell binding domain of Fn, neither of those
two fragments is probed by the FRET method used in this work.
Existing Models of Fn Fibrillogenesis in Vitro
Baneyx and Vogel [26] demonstrated the self-assembly of Fn networks underneath a lipid
monolayer followed by gradual expansion of the film [26]. In this work, the authors sug-
gested the insertion of the above mentioned N-terminal fragments into the air-buffer in-
terface, while the remaining fragments, such as the large cell binding fragment, which also
carries FRET acceptors, faces towards the subphase.
This model of Fn conformational change upon surface adsorption could explain Fn
wetting-induced fibrillogenesis of Fn by exposure of self-binding sites in the N-terminal
domains of Fn. However, given the unspecific nature of the labeling and the fact that the
N-terminal domains of Fn are not probed using the FRET approach, the current results
neither provide proof nor disproof of this model.
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10.4 Fn Nanofibrils on PU
From the FRET analysis of Fn films, it was concluded that Fn molecules are not in an
unfolded state when assembled at the air-buffer interface. The question was whether the
surface forces and sample dehydration that result from the nanofibril fabrication process
would unfold Fn molecules during fibrillogenesis.
Figure 10.9: FRET Analysis of Fn Nanofibrils on PU Micropil-
lars. For the subsequent analysis of Fn unfolding in nanofibrils, a
region of interest was defined, which contained only the nanofib-
rils, but not the pillar tops. The color map corresponds to the
calibration images, i.e. the color values for increasing denaturant
concentration (0 M, 1 M, 2 M and 4 M GdnHCl) are red, gold,
cyan and blue, respectively. One pillar diameter corresponds to
10 µm.
Figure 10.10: FRET Analysis of Fn Nanofibrils on Polyurethane Micropillar Arrays. The degree
of Fn molecular unfolding increases drastically during nanofibril formation as compared to the
surface film of Fn shown in Figure 10.7. The bottom histogram shows the calibration curves for
increasing GdnHCl concentration. Red: 0 M , gold: 1 M , cyan: 2 M , blue: 4 M.
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10.4.1 Discussion
Fn Molecular Unfolding During Nanofibril Formation
During nanofibril formation, molecular unfolding of Fn appears. Given the fact that Fn
accumulation at the air-buffer interface does not result in a change in FRET signal, this can
either be attributed to surface forces acting during the fabrication process or denaturation
of protein upon the inherent dehydration of the nanofibrils. A distinction between both
causes is currently not possible.
Molecular Unfolding Is not Caused by Addition of Surfactant
Surface wetting after nanofibril formation proceeds spontaneously on PU micropillars.
This demonstrates that the increase in molecular unfolding can not be attributed to the
presence of surfactant (MOWIOL-488) during the wetting process. In the experiments
described in the following section, an addition of MOWIOL-488 was necessary on PDMS
micropillar arrays to allow wetting of the superhydrophobic surfaces.
Implications for Structural and Mechanical Properties
It should be clear from the arguments laid out in Section 10.1.4 that the term unfolding
represents a rather ill defined process for the Fn molecule. The only conclusion which can
be derived with certainty is that the modules around the acceptor sites (FnIII7 and FnIII15)
unfold during the process. The unfolding of other modules, for example the main cell-
binding modules FnIII9−10, is suggested by previously published work on Fn denaturation
[66, 88, 98], but can not be concluded from the FRET measurements described above.
However, since these FnIII modules were shown to be mechanically less stable than the
ones probed using the FRET approach [33] (see Figure 2.4, it is highly likely that this
hypothesis will be proven right.
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10.5 Fn Nanofibrils on Stretchable Substrates
From the FRET analysis of Fn nanofibrils on PU microarrays, it could be concluded that
Fn molecules are already in an unfolded state. The question was whether the folded state
could be altered by stretching or relaxing Fn nanofibrils. To this end, a PDMS micropillar
array was cast and cured on top of a stretchable silicone sheet. After fabrication of Fn
nanofibrils and surfactant-induced wetting, this array was stretched up to 300 % elongation
(Figure 10.11):
Figure 10.11: Fn Nanofibril Stretching. After wetting of the surface in PBS, the nanofibrils were
gradually stretched to a total length of 300 % over a time span of one hour.
FRET signals were recorded for the relaxed, stretched and ruptured state of nanofibrils,
as shown in Figures 10.12 and 10.13.
Figure 10.12: FRET Analysis of Relaxed (Left), Stretched and Ruptured (Right) Fn Nanofibrils.
After extension of stretchable nanofibrils to 200 % of their original length, Fn nanofibrils begin
to rupture. Upon rupture, the nanofibrils contract to one third of their original length, but Fn
within those ruptured nanofibrils does not re-fold on a time scale of four hours. One pillar diameter
corresponds to 10 µ
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Figure 10.13: FRET Analysis of Fn Nanofibrils on Stretchable PDMS Microarrays. After exten-
sion of stretchable nanofibrils to 200 % of their original length, a slight increase in the degree of
unfolding of Fn molecules is detectable. When analyzing the ruptured and relaxed nanofibrils only,
no re-folding can be observed compared to native nanofibrils. The bottom histogram shows the
calibration curves for increasing denaturant concentration. Red: 0 M GdnHCl, gold: 1 M GdnHCl,
cyan: 2 M GdnHCl, blue: 4 M GdnHCl.
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10.5.1 Discussion
Fn Unfolding Increases Upon Stretching
From the results described in the previous sections, it can be derived that Fn adsorbed
to the air-buffer interface unfolds drastically when forming nanofibrils. Upon stretching,
Fn molecules within nanofibrils further unfold. This is shown in Figure 10.13, where the
mean FRET index is shifted to lower values upon stretching.
Only limited Fn Refolding After Nanofibril Rupture
While mechanical relaxation of nanofibrils after rupture was observed (see Figure 10.12),
the complete molecular refolding of Fn constituting those fibrils could not be detected.
Rather, the Fn molecules in nanofibrils refolded to a state corresponding to a GdnHCl
concentration between 2 M and 4 M.
This result is in line with observations made by Smith et al. [10], who found that Fn
within cell-derived and artificial fibrils does not completely refold to the solution structure.
However, in contrast to the findings presented in their work, refolding of Fn to a degree
corresponding to the solution structure at 1 M GdnHCl was not observed in this work.
This could be due to irreversible unfolding of individual Fn molecules. Possible causes
for this are the forces acting during nanofibril formation or the inherent dehydration of
nanofibrils. Indeed, the FRET signal derived for nanofibrils corresponds to a significantly
higher degree of unfolding than the cell-derived nanofibrils investigated by Smith et al. In
their experiments, the degree of Fn unfolding observed in cell-derived fibrils corresponds to
that of Fn unfolded in 1 M GdnHCl. In contrast, the FRET analysis described here shows
that Fn in nanofibrils is unfolded to an extent similar to that found in 4 M GdnHCl. This
promotes the hypothesis that “overstretching” of Fn molecules occurs during fibrillogenesis,
which leaves the molecules within Fn nanofibrils in an irreversibly unfolded state.
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Mechanical Properties of Fn Nanofibrils
The mechanical properties of cell environments can strongly influence cell behavior such
as proliferation and differentiation. However, given the complexity of cell-derived ECM,
the mechanical properties of single Fn fibrils have not been analyzed. The free-hanging
Fn nanofibrils were thus mechanically probed in this work.
From the experiments on stretchable substrates described in Section 10.5, the elongation
at break could be determined for the produced Fn nanofibrils.
In order to derive the material properties of single Fn nanofibrils, three-point bend
tests were performed on an AFM setup. Combining force-deflection data from AFM
measurements with nanofibril diameters derived in subsequent SEM analysis, the effective
Young’s Modulus of the produced Fn nanofibrils could be determined.
11.1 Extensibility of Fn Nanofibrils
The elastic properties of cell-derived and artificial Fn fibrils have been described phe-
nomenologically [99, 11]. The hypothesis of this work was that stretching or relaxation
of Fn nanofibrils can alter the molecular folding state of Fn. A first important parameter
in our mechanical study was the elongation at break and the relaxation behavior of Fn
nanofibrils. From the results shown in Figure 11.3, it can be concluded that the extensi-
bility of the produced nanofibrils is rather low, with more than half of the fibrils breaking
before extension to 200 % of their original length. The relaxation of Fn could also be
observed after nanofibril production on pre-stretched substrates, indicating a pre-strain of
300 %.
Figure 11.1: Fn Nanofibril Stretching. After wetting of the surface in PBS, the nanofibrils were
gradually stretched to a total length of 300 % over a time span of one hour.
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Figure 11.2: Fn Nanofibril Stretching and Breakage. At an extension above 200 %, most of
the nanofibrils break. As a guide to the reader, one micropillar is marked with a white arrow.
Nanofibrils that are about to undergo rupture are marked by a white lightning bolt in each image.
Scale bar: 10 µm
Figure 11.3: Fn Nanofibril Breakage. One field of view comprising 324 nanofibrils was observed
during stretching from 115 % to 300 % extension. Between 195 % and 225 % strain, most nanofibrils
rupture.
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Figure 11.4: Fn Nanofibril Relaxation. Fn nanofibrils were produced on a pre-stretched silicon
micropillar array and the strain was released after wetting of the surface. A relaxation to 30 % of
their original length was observable before nanofibril buckling, which is in line with the observed
relaxation of ruptured nanofbrils. Scale bar: 10 µm.
11.1.1 Discussion
Fn Rupture in the Context of FRET experiments
Compared to the fully relaxed state, the extensibility of cell-derived Fn fibrils was found to
be above 400 % [99]. A detailed analysis of micron-sized fibrils produced in vitro concluded
an elongation at break between 600 % and 1200 % [11].
The nanofibrils produced in this work show an elongation at break of 200 % (Figure 11.3)
compared to their original length after fibril formation. Taking into account a relaxation
of nanofibrils to 35 % of their original length (Figure 11.4) upon strain release, the overall
elongation at break is 200
0.35
≈ 600%. This is comparable to the values described in literature
[99, 11].
Based on the findings described above, a more than three-fold pre-strain within the
produced nanofibrils has to be assumed. This is in line with previous FRET-based obser-
vations that Fn molecules within nanofibrils unfold during fibrillogenesis [10, 11]. However,
in the work described by Little et al. [11], the FRET signal at comparable absolute strain
corresponds to a lower degree of Fn unfolding than described in Section 10.5. This indi-
cates that differences in the molecular structure of Fn exist between the Fn fibrils produced
in the work by Little et al. and the nanofibrils reported herein.
Consequences for AFM Experiments
Fn nanofibrils appear to be pre-stressed. This leads to a higher effective Young’s modulus
measured by our experimental approach. Additionally, the findings from FRET measure-
ments on nanofibrils formed on PU micropillar arrays suggest that a significant portion
of the protein within the nanofibrils is unfolded. Thus, the transfer of these results from
nanofibrils formed in vitro to Fn fibrils found in vivo is only possible when taking these
facts into consideration.
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11.2 AFM and SEM Analysis of Fn Nanofibrils
11.2.1 Experimental Approach
Fn nanofibrils spanned the distance between two adjacent pillars, which allowed the col-
lection of force-deflection curves of Fn nanofibrils in an AFM setup (see Figure 11.5).
Figure 11.5: Experimental AFM Approach. A: A tipless cantilever probed several positions along
a Fn nanofibril, as indicated by the yellow arrow in the fluorescence image. The horizontal lines
(yellow) indicate the contact line of the AFM cantilever at different positions along the nanofibril.
B: Scheme of one force curve acquisition. C: AFM Cantilever deflection versus piezo height for a
full extend (blue) and retract (red) cycle. The numbers correspond to the situations depicted in
(B). 1: Contact point, where the cantilever first touches the nanofibril; 2: Bending of the nanofibril;
3: Second contact point where the cantilever touches the stiff micropillar; 4: Detachment point,
where the nanofibril adhesion is released again.
Force (F) and deflection (z) values were derived according to the following equations:
z = A−D (11.1)
= A− SV, (11.2)
F = Dk (11.3)
= SV k, (11.4)
(11.5)
where A is the AFM piezo height signal, D is the cantilever deflection, S is the sensitivity
of the cantilever, V is the photodiode voltage signal, and k is the spring constant of the
cantilever.
Seen from the perspective of technical mechanics, Fn nanofibrils are nanosized beams,
which are fixed at both ends. Application of beam bending theory is possible using equa-
tion 11.6 [57], which assumes an isotropic rod with negligible shear modulus:
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dz =
dFx3(l − x)3
3l3EIy
(11.6)
Iy =
pid4
64
(11.7)
dF
dz
=
3l3EIy
x3(l − x)3
, (11.8)
where z is the beam deflection parallel to the force, F, at position x, and Iy is the area
moment of inertia of a cylindrical beam.
Figure 11.6 graphically illustrates the characteristics of equation 11.8: The closer the
loading point lies to the fixed end of the beam, the more force is needed to deflect the
beam. Thus, the slope in the force-deflection curve, dF/dz, will vary with position, x,
according to equation 11.8.
Figure 11.6: Beam Deflection as a Function of Loading Position. The graph shows the expected
beam deflection as a function of loading position, according to equation 11.6, with d = 150 nm,
E = 1 GPa, l = 10 µm.
11.2.2 AFM Analysis
Force curves were collected along Fn nanofibrils (see Figure 11.5). Each force curve was
corrected for offset and tilt using a linear fit to the baseline region of the extension part of
the curve. After conversion of AFM photodiode voltage into force acting on the cantilever
(see equation 11.3), the contact point between cantilever and nanofibril was determined
semi-automatically and a line was fitted to the first 100 nm of the force-deflection signal.
The slope of the fit, dF/dz, was plotted as a function of force scan position along the
nanofibril. To derive the parameters x0 and E, equation 11.8 [57, 100], was fitted to the
plot of dF/dz versus x, as shown in Figure 11.7.
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Figure 11.7: Single Nanofibril AFM Analysis. The upper graph shows force-deflection curves
derived from AFM experiments as a function of loading position. As the distance from the mi-
cropillar increases, the slope of the force-deflection curves decreases. The first 100 nm of each
curve were fitted to a line and the dF/dz value was used for the subsequent fit routine. The dF/dz
values derived from the depicted curves are shown in their respective colors in the graph below.
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11.2.3 SEM Analysis and Resulting Bending Moduli
Nanofibril diameters (Figure 11.8) and effective bending moduli were determined for a
total of 35 nanofibrils over three independent experiments. The results are summarized in
Figure 11.9.
Figure 11.8: Fn Nanofibril After AFM Experiment. To illustrate the variability of Fn nanofibril
diameter, the montage shows SEM images along a single nanofibril. Scale bar: 500 nm.
Figure 11.9: Effective Bending Modulus as a Function of Fn Nanofibril Diameter. Error bars
correspond to the standard deviation of diameter measurements at three random positions along
each nanofibril. The variations in nanofibril diameter along a single fibril are the main source of
error in the experiment, as detailed in the discussion.
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11.3 Discussion
11.3.1 Comparison of Results to Related Biopolymers
Table 11.1: Stiffness (Young’s modulus, E) and breaking strain (extensibility, max) of various
protein fibers. Adapted from Carlisle et al. [101].
Material E [MPa] max [%]
Fibronectin 9* 3
Electrospun fibrinogen fibers 7 1.3
Fibrin fibers
crosslinked 15
uncrosslinked 2 2.3
partially crosslinked 3.3
Electrospun COL I fibers (crosslinked) 0.07-0.26
Tendon collagen (mammalian tendon) 160-7500 0.12
Elastin (bovine ligament) 1 1.5
Resilin
dragonfly tendon 1-2 1.9
cloned 3.9
Matrix-free Intermediate filament
mammalian 6-300 1.6
hagfish 2.2
Fibrillin 0.2-100 < 1.9
Myofibrils (sarcomere), titin (connectin) 1 2
Actin 1800-2500 ≤ 0.15
Microtubules 1000-1500 ≤ 0.20
*: Lorenz Rognoni, personal communication.
The reported mechanical properties of various protein fibrils are summarized in Table
11.1. A distinction should be made between tissue and cell-derived protein fibrils and
their counterparts derived in vitro. Generally, protein fibrils in vivo appear to be softer
and more elastic.
Most data on the mechanical properties of ECM nanofibrils such as COL I or fibrin
stems from measurements on electrospun nanofibrils, a process which involves drying of
protein from an organic solvent and likely leads to protein denaturation.
Compared to other highly extensible ECM protein fibrils, Fn nanofibrils display a very
high effective Young’s modulus between 0.1 and 6 GPa (Figure 11.9). Recently, values of
E ≤ 10 kPa were gained from nanoindenation experiments on cell-derived Fn fibrils (Lorenz
Rognoni, personal communication). Compared to this value, the nanofibrils investigated
in this work show an effective Young’s Modulus which is four orders of magnitude larger.
This could be explained by:
• the presence of pre-stress in Fn nanofibrils,
• changes in the molecular packing of the proteins forming the fibrils, or
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• the presence of other ECM components in cell-derived fibrils.
11.3.2 Sources of Error
As seen in Equation 11.8, the largest source of error stems from the determination of
nanofibril diameter, since it is present in the fourth power. This is an inherent source of
error, since the diameter of nanofibrils varies per se, as shown in Figure 11.8.
A second source of error is the data acquisition and subsequent analysis by a least
squares fit. Since dF/dz decreases with the third exponent of the distance from the pillar
rim (Equation 11.8), there is a trade-off between the accessible position, x, along the fibril,
and the accuracy with which it can be probed: The nearer the measurement lies to the
pillar rim, the stiffer the AFM cantilever has to be. This sacrifices the possibility to resolve
small forces when applying a load at the center of the nanofibril.
Another paramter is the pre-stress under which the nanofibrils find themselves even
without application of an external force, which could not be determined experimentally.
Additionally, the model used for the fit procedure assumes an isotropic material with
circular and homogeneous cross section. This is, of course, only an approximation to the
real situation. Taking these simplifications into account, the AFM approach described
here allows an estimation of the effective Young’s Modulus of Fn nanofibrils.
Part IV
Conclusions and Outlook
Chapter
12
Protein Structure at Interfaces and Within
Nanofibrils
12.1 Conclusions
From the results presented in Section 8.1, it can be concluded that all tested ECM proteins
accumulate at the air-buffer interface on a timescale of less than one minute. For the case
of Fn, structural changes upon accumulation at the air-buffer interface were not detectable
using a FRET-based assay, as shown in Section 10.3. This is in line with prior observations
of Fn molecules within identical surface films in high-resolution SEM by Ulmer [85].
Fn molecules within nanofibrils were shown to be unfolded and refolding was not ob-
served using the FRET-based assay. While the results of this thesis indicate that Fn in
nanofibrils is in a unfolded form, the FRET approach described does not allow detection
of the folding state of relevant cell-binding modules within the Fn molecule.
12.2 Outlook
A method to site-specifically label Fn with fluorescent probes of both donor and acceptor
would allow the investigation of specific functional regions of the Fn molecule. This could
be achieved by inclusion of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) derivatives at defined loca-
tions within the Fn gene [102]. Given the large size of the Fn gene and the low protein
yield when isolating Fn from cell culture, this approach is both technically demanding and
time-consuming.
To investigate the molecular structure of a variety of ECM protein nanofibrils, a label-
free method to detect molecular unfolding would be preferable. One method which could
fill this gap in the near future is Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS).
Especially Collagen molecules, which are rich in proline and glycine would yield C–H
vibrational contrast. Preliminary experiments in the group of Prof. Andreas Volkmer
(University of Stuttgart, personal communication) indicate that COL fibrils show a het-
erogeneous CARS signal when scanning their long axis. Investigating these properties on
COL nanofibrils which are freely suspended could help reveal the nature of this observed
contrast.
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Figure 12.1: Fn Film on TEM Grid. After Langmuir Schaefer transfer of a compressed surface
film of Fn molecules, globular structures span the width of a hole in the carbon film. At the center,
a fibril forms a bridge between two adjacent holes. Scale bar: 200 nm
12.2.1 Use of Protein Films
The fact that Fn molecules appear to be in a native conformation when accumulated at
the air-buffer interface could open the route to novel patterning techniques of cell-adhesive
substrata.
In preliminary experiments, the transfer of Fn molecules to Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) grids was achieved (Figure 12.1). The molecules were visible as globu-
lar particles, similar to the particles observed by Ulmer [85]. Using combined fluorescence
and high-resolution electron microscopy, this could enable the observation of cell-induced
Fn fibrillogenesis in molecular detail.
Chapter
13
AFM Investigation of Fn Fibrillogenesis
13.1 Conclusions
The results described in Sections 8.1 and 10.3 show that it is possible to produce a thin
layer of completely folded Fn molecules at the air-buffer interface. This can be used to
investigate the process of Fn fibrillogenesis.
13.2 Outlook
New methods to investigate the force-dependence of Fn fibrillogenesis could make use of
the film of Fn molecules that was reported in Section 10.3. Preliminary experiments were
performed to test the feasibility of the following approach: After touching the film with an
adhesive cantilever, single Fn molecules and fibrils can be pulled out of the surface film.
This avoids the dehydration of fibrils during stretching and could give valuable insights
into the mechanical properties of nascent Fn fibrils (Figures 13.1 and 13.2).
Figure 13.1: Model of AFM-induced Fn Fibrillogenesis from a Surface Film. An AFM tip func-
tionalized with gelatin was repeatedly brought into contact with a surface film of Fn. At each
approach-retract cycle, the Fn becomes longer as more molecules attach to the nascent fibrils.
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Figure 13.2: AFM-induced Fn Fibrillogenesis from a Surface Film. An AFM tip functionalized
with gelatin was repeatedly brought into contact with a surface film of Fn. The resulting force
signal shows several unfolding events, during which the Fn molecules gradually and irreversibly
unfold. Top: The first force scan shows several unfolding events, which are seen as kinks in the
cantilever retract cycle (blue). Middle: Parts that have already been unfolded do not show repeated
unfolding, indicating irreversibility of the process. Bottom: The final contour length of above 4
µm indicates that the observation did not only comprise a single Fn molecule, which would have a
length of less than 3.5 µm, but rather several molecules which interconnect to form a fibril.
Chapter
14
Production of Polymer Nanofibrils on
Micropillar Arrays
14.1 Conclusions
A method for the production of nanofibrils consisting of Fn, COL and LM has been
established in this work. As shown in Section 9.3, as well as in work published by other
groups [81, 84], the transfer of the nanofibril fabrication method to different biopolymers
is possible. This was demonstrated by the formation of actin nanofibrils, described in
Section 9.3.4.
Fn nanofibrils rupture at an elongation of 200 % and relax to one third of their original
length. This corresponds to a total elongation at break of 600 % relative to the fully
relaxed state, in line with findings for Fn fibrils from other groups [99, 11].
While the AFM experiments described in this thesis allow an estimation of the bending
modulus of Fn nanofibrils, it is questionable whether the determined absolute values are
transferrable to native Fn fibrils. This is mainly due to the fact that Fn within nanofibrils
is in a pre-strained and highly unfolded form, which is not observed in native Fn fibrils.
14.2 Outlook
Both cell experimental and materials science experiments are conceivable. On the one
hand, the free-hanging nanofibrils of ECM proteins could be used in the investigation of
cellular contacts with fibrillar matrices (see Figure 14.1).
On the other hand, since the nanofibril fabrication process is transferable to other poly-
mers, it can be used to study the mechanical properties of a variety of polymer nanofibrils.
However, one has to be aware that the values derived from such experiments are not easily
transferable to nanofibrils produced using different methods.
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Figure 14.1: KG1a Cell Contacting Fn Nanofibrils. KG1a cells are hematopietic-like stem cells,
which are cultured in suspension. After seeding the cells on nanofibril subrates they establish
contacts to Fn nanofibrils via tube-like protrusions. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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A.1 Abbreviations
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
AOTF Accusto Optical Tunable Filter
APS Ammonium Persulfate
AU Airy Unit
BM Basement Membrane
BSA Bovine Serum Albumin
CARS Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
CD Circular Dichroism
CLSM Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope
COL Collagen
DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
DMSO Dimethylsulfoxide
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid
ECM Extra Cellular Matrix
EDC 1-Ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride
EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetate
EHS Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm
FBS Fetal Bovine Serum
Fn Fibronectin
FPLC Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography
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FRET Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
GFP Green Fluorescent Protein
GdnHCl Guanidine Hydrochloride
HFF Human Foreskin Fibroblast
HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography
LM Laminin
MES 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid
MRE Mean Residue Ellipticity
MRW Mean Residue Weight
MSC Mesenchymal Stem Cell
NSC Neural Stem Cell
NHS N-hydroxysuccinimide
PAGE Polyacrylamide Gelelectrophoresis
PBS Phosphate Buffered Saline
PDMS Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PEG Polyethyleneglycol
PFA Paraformaldehyde
PNS Peripheral Nerve System
PMSF Phenylmethanesulphonylfluoride
PU Polyurethane
RIE Reactive Ion Etching
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
SMD Steered Molecular Dynamics
TC Tropocollagen
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEMED Tetramethylethylenediamin
UV Ultraviolet
WLL White Light Laser
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A.2 Immunofluorescence Stain of COL and Fn on Silicon
Micropillar Arrays
Figure A.1: Immunostaining of Fn and COL I Nanofibrils. Both COL I (green) and Fn (red)
Nanofibrils were produced on different areas of a Silicon micropillar array and immunostained. Both
images show overlay of the red and green channel. No mutual crosstalk is detectable, indicating
that the nanofibrils consist of pure COL I and Fn, respectively.
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A.3 Laser Stability Test
Figure A.2: Laser Stability Test. The stability of two laser sources was tested by focusing on a
fluorescent plastic slide and recording the fluorescence signal at constant laser power. The Argon
ion laser is a much more stable source than the white light laser and was used in all FRET
experiments.
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A.4 FRET Calibration in Solution
Figure A.3: Calibration of FRET Probe in Solution. The FRET index determined in solution
is concentration dependent, as shown by a dilution series of FRET probe in PBS. Red: Stock
solution, gold: 0.5 x concentration, green: 0.25 x concentration, blue: 0.125 x concentration. The
results indicate that, due to the photomultiplier signal registration at 40 MHz, which is a fixed
setting in the CLSM used for this study, low intensity light is clipped in the acceptor channel.
This leads to a decrease in IFRET with decreasing fluorescence light levels. The problem could be
avoided when calibrating the FRET probe trapped within a polyacrylamide gel.
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A.5 Photobleaching during FRET image acquisition
Figure A.4: Photobleaching of FRET Probe. After FRET donor and acceptor image acquisition,
a second image was recorded for each channel and the pixel-wise difference in intensity is plotted
in the histogram. The mean photobleaching was below 5 % for all images analyzed.
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A.6 MATLAB code
A.6.1 FRET Calibration
1 function [res] = FRET Calibration new(directory)
2
3 % Calculates the FRET ratio, I {FRET}, for all calibration
4 % images within the specified directory.
5 %
6 % INPUT
7 % directory: Path to directory where the Leica SP5 files lie.
8 % OUTPUT
9 % res: Data structure which contains all results
10 % PARAMETERS
11 % factor: Threshold factor which determines background
12 % signal exclusion
13 % size: Width of 2D gaussian filter for image smoothing
14 % sigma: Determines the radius of the gaussian blur
15 % bg c0, bg c1: Donor and acceptor mean background
16 % std bg0, std bg1: Donor and acceptor background standard deviation
17
18 % Define PARAMETERS
19 factor = 5;
20 size = 5;
21 sigma = 1;
22 gaussianFilter = fspecial('gaussian', size, sigma);
23 bg1 = 68;
24 bg2 = 63;
25 std bg1 = 1.1;
26 std bg2 = 1.4;
27
28 % Generate list of filenames
29 if(nargin) == 1
30 cd(directory)
31 end
32 dirlistxml = dir('*.xml');
33
34 for k = 1:length(dirlistxml)
35 filename = strrep(dirlistxml(k).name, '.xml',
36 strcat(' t0',' ch01.tif'));
37 Ff = imread(filename);
38 Df = imread(strrep(filename,'ch01', 'ch00'));
39 % Eliminate low intensity and saturated pixels
40 fFf = Ff < bg2+factor*std bg2 | Ff ≥4095;
41 fDf = Df < bg1+factor*std bg1 | Df ≥4095;
42 Ff(fFf) = NaN;
43 Df(fDf) = NaN;
44 % Apply gaussian blur to remove high−frequency noise
45 Ff = imfilter(Ff, gaussianFilter, 'symmetric', 'conv');
46 Df = imfilter(Df, gaussianFilter, 'symmetric', 'conv');
47 % Subtract Background
48 Ff = double(Ff) − bg2;
49 Df = double(Df) − bg1;
50 % Calculate FRET ratio pixel−by−pixel
51 FRET = Ff./Df;
52 % Remove outliers and display the result
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53 el FRET = FRET < 0.1 |FRET >5;
54 FRET(el FRET) = NaN;
55 FRET(fFf) = NaN;
56 FRET(fDf) = NaN;
57 figure(1); hist (FRET(:),0.1:0.01:5)
58 nanmean(FRET(:))
59 nanstd(FRET(:))
60 % Save the results into a data structure
61 res(k).FRET = FRET;
62 res(k).mean = nanmean(FRET(:));
63 res(k).std = nanstd(FRET(:));
64 res(k).don mean = nanmean(Df(:));
65 res(k).acc mean = nanmean(Ff(:));
66 res(k).filename = strcat (cd, dirlistxml(k).name);
67 end
68 end
A.6.2 FRET Analysis of Nanofibrils
1 function [res] = FRETINDEX new(directory)
2
3 % Calculates the FRET ratio, I {FRET}, for a selected region
4 % of interest and plots the resulting histogram with mean
5 % and standard deviation.
6 % INPUT
7 % directory: Path to directory where the Leica SP5 files lie.
8 % OUTPUT
9 % res: Data structure which contains all results
10 % PARAMETERS
11 % factor: Threshold factor which determines background
12 % signal exclusion
13 % size: Width of 2D gaussian filter for image smoothing
14 % sigma: Determines the radius of the gaussian blur
15
16 % Define PARAMETERS
17 factor = 5;
18 size = 5;
19 sigma = 1;
20 gaussianFilter = fspecial('gaussian', size, sigma);
21
22 % Generate list of filenames
23 if(nargin) == 1
24 cd(directory)
25 end
26 dirlistxml = dir('*.xml');
27
28 % Loop through the list of filenames to analyze all images
29 for k = 1:length(dirlistxml)
30 % Loop through first and second acquisition to determine
31 % photobleaching
32 for i=1:2
33 % Load images
34 filename = strrep(dirlistxml(k).name, '.xml',' t0 ch01.tif');
35 Ff = imread(filename);
36 Df = imread(strrep(filename,'ch01', 'ch00'));
37 % Select background region of interest
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38 if i == 1
39 imagesc(Ff)
40 roi= roipoly; %invoke roi function
41 f = find (roi>0);
42 end
43 % Determine background
44 bg1 = mean(double(Df(f)));
45 std bg1 = std(double(Df(f)));
46 bg2 = mean(double(Ff(f)));
47 std bg2 = std(double(Ff(f)));
48 % Eliminate low intensity and saturated pixels
49 fFf = Ff < bg2+factor*std bg2 | Ff ≥4095;
50 fDf = Df < bg1+factor*std bg1 | Df ≥4095;
51 Ff(fFf) = NaN;
52 Df(fDf) = NaN;
53 % Apply gaussian blur to remove high−frequency noise
54 Ff = imfilter(Ff, gaussianFilter, 'symmetric', 'conv');
55 Df = imfilter(Df, gaussianFilter, 'symmetric', 'conv');
56 % Subtract Background
57 Ff = double(Ff) − bg2;
58 Df = double(Df) − bg1;
59 % Calculate FRET ratio pixel−by−pixel
60 FRET = Ff./Df;
61 % Remove outliers and display the result
62 el FRET = FRET < 0.1 |FRET >5;
63 FRET(el FRET) = NaN;
64 FRET(fFf) = NaN;
65 FRET(fDf) = NaN;
66 imagesc(FRET)
67 % Select FRET nanofibrils within region of interest
68 if i == 1
69 roi= roipoly;
70 end
71 FRET = FRET.*roi;
72 FRET f = FRET > 0;
73 a = FRET(FRET f);
74 % Plot mean and standard deviatio of FRET values
75 mean (a)
76 std(a)
77 % Write results into the data structure
78 res(k,i).mean = mean(a);
79 res(k,i).std = std(a);
80 res(k,i).acc mean = nanmean(Ff);
81 res(k,i).don mean = nanmean(Df);
82 res(k,i).don = Df.*roi;
83 res(k,i).acc = Ff.*roi;
84 res(k,i).FRET = FRET;
85 res(k,i).filename = strcat (cd, dirlistxml(k).name);
86 end
87 if i == 2
88 % Determine the degree of photobleaching
89 d1 = res(k,1).don;
90 d2 = res(k,2).don;
91 a2 = res(k,2).acc;
92 a1 = res(k,1).acc;
93 Ra = (a2−a1)./a1*100;
94 Rd = (d2−d1)./d1*100;
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95 nanmean(Ra(abs(Ra)<100))
96 nanmean(Rd(abs(Rd)<100))
97 res(k,i).Ra = Ra;
98 res(k,i).Rd = Rd;
99 end
100 end
A.6.3 AFM Force Curve Analysis
1 function res = analyze force curves(directory)
2
3 % Sequentially opens all JPK force curves within a directory
4 % to perform a baseline offset and tilt correction. After
5 % determining the contact point of cantilever and
6 % nanofibril, the first 100 nm of nanofibril bending are
7 % plotted and a linear fit extracts dF/dz as a function of
8 % cantilever position. These parameters are then used to fit
9 % a beam equation to derive the effective Young`s Modulus of
10 % the nanofibril material.
11 %
12 % INPUT
13 % directory: Path to directory where the AFM files lie.
14 % OUTPUT
15 % res: Data structure which contains all results
16 % PARAMETERS
17 % S: AFM cantilever sensitivity
18 % k: AFM cantilever spring constant
19
20 % Define PARAMETERS
21 S = input('Sensitivity [nm/V]: ')*1e−9;
22 res.S = S;
23 k = input('Spring constant [N/m]: ');
24 res.k = k;
25
26 % Load flurescence reference image
27 [FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile('*.jpg');
28 cal img = imrotate(flipdim(imread(strcat(PathName,FileName)),1),−90);
29
30 % Import optical calibration data
31 a = importdata(strcat(PathName,'optcal'));
32 % Transform coordinates to MATLAB image dimensions
33 f = a.data(:,1) ==0;
34 x c = mean(a.data(f,5));
35 f = a.data(:,2) ==0;
36 y c = mean(a.data(f,4));
37 f = a.data(:,1) ==−5e−5;
38 x e = mean(a.data(f,5));
39 f = a.data(:,2) ==−5e−5;
40 y e = mean(a.data(f,4));
41 fx = (x c−x e)/5e−5;
42 fy = (y c−y e)/5e−5;
43
44 % Go to and save current directory path, then generate a
45 % list of filenames
46 if(nargin) == 1
47 cd(directory)
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48 end
49 res.path = cd;
50 filelist = dir ('*.jpk−force');
51
52 % Initialize counter
53 count = 0;
54
55 % Loop through all files in directory
56 for i = 1:size(filelist,1)
57 FILE = filelist(i).name;
58 % Read piezo height and cantilever deflection voltage
59 % signal from file
60 [s,t,u,h,r, V,rV] = jpk read force curve 3(FILE, 1);
61 sheader = s;
62 pos x = t;
63 pos y = u;
64 retract strainGaugeHeight = r;
65 retract V = rV;
66 % 2:0710 and 0707; 3:0702; no addition: 0714
67 x = h(1:round(size(V,2)/2));
68 y = V(1:round(size(V,2)/2));
69 % Do a linear baseline fit to reomve tilt and offset
70 f = ezfit(x, y, 'affine');
71 Vc = V − (f.m(1)*h +f.m(2));
72 % Calculate physical cantilever deflection and absolute force values
73 hts = h+S*Vc;
74 Fc = Vc*S*k;
75
76 % Detect contact point and set to zero
77 m = std(Fc(1:round(size(V,2)/2)));
78 fm = find(Fc>10*m,1);
79 fm2 = Fc == min(Fc(fm−5:fm+5));
80 hts = hts−hts(fm2);
81 f = find (−1e−7<hts & hts<0);
82 x = hts(f);
83 y = Fc(f);
84
85 % Display AFM cantilever position in the calibration image
86 figure(1); clf; imagesc(cal img); hold on;
87 xa = x c+pos x*fx;
88 ya = y c+pos y*fy;
89 plot(xa,ya, 'yellow','MarkerSize',5, 'Marker', '*');
90 figure(2); hold on;% clf;
91
92 % Plot and fit the initial Force−deflection curve
93 plot(x,y);
94 f = ezfit(x,y,'affine');
95 hold on
96 plot(hts, Fc, 'r:')
97 showfit(f, 'extrapol', 'data');
98
99 % Analyze individual force curves along a nanofibril
100 reply = input('skip (0), start (1), continue (2), end (3)?: ');
101 if reply > 0
102 if reply == 1
103 % Get nanofibril diameter from SEM measurement
104 d = 1e−9*input('Fibril diameter [nm]: ');
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105 ID = input('Fibril ID: ');
106 % reset status indicator
107 j = 1;
108 % Store filename, dF/dz, and cantilever position
109 curves = cell(10,4); % Initialize cell array
110 curves(j,:) = {FILE, f.m(1),pos x, pos y};
111 end
112 if reply == 2
113 j = j+1;
114 curves(j,:) = {FILE, f.m(1),pos x, pos y};
115 end
116 if reply == 3
117 j = j+1;
118 x = [curves{1:4,4}];
119 y = −1*[curves{1:4,2}];
120 % Display dF/dz as a function of position along fibril and fit
121 figure(2);clf;plot(x, y,'ˆ')
122 fun = 'y(x) = 3*E*I*(1e−5)ˆ3/((1e−5−(x−x0))ˆ3*(x−x0)ˆ3);x0=;E=1e8';
123 fun = strrep(fun, 'x0=',strcat('x0=',num2str(min([curves{:,4}]))));
124 fun = strrep(fun, 'I', num2str(pi/64*mean(d)ˆ4));
125 F = showfit(fun);
126 % Eventually save the results into a data structure
127 use = input('Discard (0) or use (1) fibril: ');
128 if use == 1
129 count = count+1;
130 res(count).fibril.ID = ID; % Nanofibril ID
131 res(count).fibril.F = F; % Fit parameters
132 res(count).fibril.d = d; % Nanofibril diameter
133 res(count).fibril.curves = curves; % Data used for fit routine
134 end
135 end
136 end
137 end
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